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Abstract

This-paPerclescribes and demonStrates=azi analysis-process -which uses
-hieraichr-construction :procedurec These procedures are used to
analyie-the,IndiVidualiied ScietiCe prOgrani. In the hierarchy co-nstruc-
lion-proceas, .the -instructional_rnaterialsare the input data. Separate
Concept, content, and_skill'inalyses are-Perfornied-acioss all leVels-
ot--die=cOurse-rnaterials and- hierarchies of instructional-objectives are
structured. 'the-final"produCt is,a blueprint-6f the curricUluiri_reveal-=

_ -ing,the_undeflying desigh_rnadel. The developerst-claimii are exaniined-
!

in-light efithe evidente revealed through the analysi; procedures.



A CURRICULUM ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUALIZED SCIENCE

Voris T. Gow

Learning Research,and Developthent Center
University-6f Pittsburgh

Introduction

One important aspect_ofa Curriculuin evaluation is a-careful, sys-

tematic_-analysi s of _the curriculum materials: Curriculum analysis is

_of--value-for-curri6ultiin evaluation because_it.facilitates comprehension

of=a-curriCulumks gOas, structure, and inStrudtional-Strategies. It can

help-to,ariswer-certairi_key questions that-evaluators normally- ask -aboutask about

a curriculum -arid,. in addition; can-bring toligtt some questions -about

the- curriculum -that. eValuators ought to ask. This-paper describes and- -----

demonstrates such an evaluation-of the Individualized Science (IS) pro-

zgrarn-(Champagtie:& Klopfer, 1974) developed at-the- Learning -Research

and;Development Center of -the University -of PittsbUrgh.

.SCriVeri-(1_967)-has termed analysitilevaluation of curriculum

rhaterials."intrinsic -evaluation" and has-pointed-out-that it is-often not

done,because of the difficulty of the process. Although various proce-

dures for carrying out curriculuth analysis (intrinsic evaluation) have
been-proposed (e.g., -Eash, 1974; Morrisett, Stevens, & Woodley, 1969;
Tyler, Klein, & Michael, 1971), none of these procedures is fully ade-

quate_for analyzing the sophisticated curricula that contemporary in-
structional technology is capable of producing. Many curricula today

are highly complex, multifaceted, carefully integrated instructional
packages. In_order-to fully understand how these complex packages try

to:achieve their goals, curricurum analysis is essential. The hierarchy

construction prOcess (Gow, Note -1) demonstrated in the present study

of -IS is useful for-this purpose.
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in-the hierarchy construction process, the-instructional materials
of-the curriculum are-the input data for analysis. Hierarchies-of-cur -
riculum objectives-are constructed_to-show ho*-the.materials-build

instructiow,toWard-attainment of the curriculum's goals. The_ completed

hierarchies serve as-evidence to support the conclusions of the analysis.
In-addition, the process-of constructing hierarchies-often reveals-features

ofrthe curriculum-that-are otherWise not-readily apparent. if a curricu-
luin,does-ok,cloes notattain-its goals, how it-succeeded-_or-how it failed_

_ake-equally importatit-qu,estions-for- evaluators. The hierarchy construc-
tion piocess_is:a new -tool that the-Curriculum-evaluatnr can use in seek-

ing_ aiSWers_ to these questions.

Constructing hierarchies of instructional objectives is,not new.
.CUrriculu =designers often con_ struct such-erakchieS (e.g.; Gagne;

1968; Res ck, 1973, 1976).1 The Processis essentiallythc. same-for ---
design,and analysis. Ifi the design process, an instructional model inay,.

lead tepthe structuring of instructional materials that enable the student
.,,

I
*

to-attain the objectives. In the analysis process, the instruetional ma-
te,rials,are analyzed to- identify the specified or implied objectives, the .

inierrealpstructional=hierarchies are constructed, and the instructional
reco)nstructed. The two processes=may be diagrammed as

follo*s:

1Not all hierarchies are constructed by the same rules. For exam-
ple, a hierarchy generated logically from an analysis of a ccncept accord-
ipg_to-the strecture of the subject matterdiscipline will differ from a
hierarchy generated from an analysis of that concept -based on psychologi-
caliprificiPles of concept development. Gagndis hierarchies are essen-
tially psychological. The hierarchy construction process used in this
study attends not only to psychological sequences, but to'the logical struc-
tures of the,,,subject matter discipline and pedagogical sequenees as well.
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DESIGN: Instructional Goals
(Objectives) * Hierarchies instructionalModel Materials

- Instructional Goals Instructional_ANAIATSIS: --1. *Hierarchies,Materials (Objectives) Model_

Sometimes iristructionaLobjectives and hierarchies have not been speci-
fied in the original design of a_ eurricultim. However, whether they. ere
Specified,or not, objectives-and some structural Organization-existiin

any forriiiI,instructional situation, and -these -are what-the analysis
Proces s-- seeks -to uncover.

The hierarchy construction,process used_in thisrstudy-attends to

-conceptual ,structure-of the subject-matter, skill level, subject Matter
content, and_affective and cognitive goals. The resulting hierarchies
diSplay_zhoW,The curriculum attempts to attain iteloals and shoiv=the

interrelationships arriong the curricultimts_goale and objectives. They-

lielp-the,ahalyst,to-pinpoint structural strengths or weaknesses and also
,gaps -or inconsistencies, if any exist. A=by-produet of the carefuranaly-
-Sis,of curriculum-materials-is The identifieation of instructional-strate-

..

.gieS used_in the-materials_and of essential elements of-the curriculum's
management system.2 Regularities-in the use.of strategies and other
-patterns oi,desiiii,characteristies make explicit=the instructional model
on whiCh the _Curriculufn is based. _ in- addition, the curriculum analysis

process may raise significant-questions that can be addressed by means
of:other forms of- curriculUirrevaluation.

The Hierarchy Constrt.ction.Process

As already-mentioned, hierarchy construction in curriculum-analy-
sis uses-the instructional materials of the'curricultim as input data:far

2The management system is that part of the curriculum that defines
how an individual student's progress through the curriculum-is managed.

3
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the analysis. These data are supplemented by training materials pre -
pared _for teachers and by the curriculum developer's=own descriptions

of the materials, when they exist., The physical product of=the analysis

is a series of hierarchy charts.that present an organized, comprehensive
view 'of the curriculum. In this section, the:kinds of materials and some
general considerations in the hierarchy construction process are

'cussed:
I

The priiinary materials-that are used in the analysis are student
instructional materials, including both printed and oilier mecita:nlateri-

als. For-a curriculum that does not have explicitly stated objectives,
the student-materials are the main source of information about what
content, concepts, and skills the curriculum is.seeking to teach. In

° this -context,- content is viewed as information,, events, and data at-the

ktioWledgelevel of the Taxonomy of Educational-Objectives, Handbook I:

Cognitive bomain (Bloom, 1956). Concepts are those salient ideas -asso-

ciated with a particular discipline from which the structure of-the dis-

cipline is_forrned.3 Skills= include notonly-intellectual skills, which

are called-"behaviors" in the 'Bloom Taxonomy, but-also any manual

skills_and=learning management skills that-are part of the curriculurn!s'

instruction. The presentation -of contentsand the development of con-

cepts ancifskills that constitute the student - instructional materials ofna

curriculum-become the source of-information about the curriculuni!s

content, concept, and skill objectives in the absence of explicitly stated
objectives.

To supplement the examination -of -the student materials, -the

teacher'smanuals or guides are examined. These usually are more or

less explicit about the content, concepts, and skills the curriculum

3The concepts of- a discipline involve both knowledge and process.
Those concepts of the discipline that the curriculum seeks to teach may
be identified by performing a concept analysis (see Gow, Note 2).

4
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seeksvto teach, even when s?ecific objectives are not stated. The

teacher's manuals also are a good source of information about the atti-

tudes "and values the curriculumis seeking to promote. Soine curricu-

:Win-Management system artifacts which should not be overlooked are

the student record forms, teacher planning farins, activitroullines,
tests, and answer keys. These components of the management system
may support or inay fail to support the curriculum'

plied-objectives.
ssed-or

For a curriculum that,has explicitly stated objectives, examina-

tion,Of-the ,stucienVmaterials is nedessary to flesh "dut the curriculum

modelliti-termg,-of- the instructional strategies: that ate Utilized and to

re-Veal:in:Tiled:objectives. Some rich curriculaiprobably=teaeh more .

thatr_they=testJor Or express as objectives. -Consequently, if a skilris
taught-andpiacticed, itimar be-assuined that skill -is an objective:of-the
-curricutun,- -whether -or notlit has been expreseedias-being One.

-if,a-concept Eisrintroduced withMultiple-examples, it may-be
.assumed -that the --concept is _an objective-. On the other hand, contenti

facts, and isolated examples of concepts may well-not be objectiVes to

=be-learned-if they-are not explicitly listed as -such. The curriculum's
objectives Usually-are listed in the teacher's manuals, and such lists

:may-be-used directly-as input for the-curriculum-analysis. In addition,
natching- the objectives -in the teacher's manuals with the student_mater-

-ial-swill-reveallimplied objectives that_alsO must be included in-the hier-

archy-Constfutted.

Other_important sources-of input data for the analysis are the

rationales and-occasional reflections Written by the curriculum-developer(s).

These -may be fOUnd in professional journal articles describing the cur-

riCuluin, in adyertising materials, or in teacher's manuals. Usually,

rationales embody the curriculum goals and describe the philosophy of

the deVeloper. These are useful clues to the curriculum's theoretical
underpinnings.



PrOcess_Individualized Curriculum Model

The hierarchy construction process employs the Process Indi-
Vidualized-Curriculuni-(PIC),Model (see Gow, Note 2). The procedures

of-the-PIC:model' require prestructuring concepts, content, and skills
separately befOre-merging the three structures into one hierarchy. In

= constructing -this hierarchy, the:logiCal,order of content and- concepts,

Vie-sequence of- elements_ of- the -Subject-matter struature'(concepts,_-Prin-..

cirples, generalizations, and constructs), and=the taxonomy-levels of

skills-or-_attitudes_are considere-d. 4

The content structure of-most curricula is the,easiCst element to
identify. _HOW-ever, -fora curriculum that explicitly_ emphasizes-_concepts,

the concept structure-is more readily identified. The-specific content
instances -may not be-crucial for a:.concept-structured curriculum. -What
is importaritis the range_althese -initancls-and_the_number of -releVant

andArrelevant attributes- (Klausmeier.& Hroper, 1974): For any-cur-
ri Cti Win, the cone ept -structure- should -be identified -and- the--content- in-

_stahceS should be charted to-display theirifunctiOn in-concept acquisition.

The evaluator who uses - the hierarchy construction process can be-confi-

dent_that-the hierarchies-produced reflect the-structure of the actual:cur-
riculum, whether or not-it matches the-designer's intent. The-turricu-

-ium-Materials reflect the-deOision made by- the-designer -in- selecting

frorri-ainong.alternative structures, and they-are the evidence -that- limits

-the range Of,possible interpretatio-ns when an- existing currieulum,is-ana=

lyzed.

4 The use of the PIC.model to construct hierarchies for curriculum
analysis and evaluation is especially appropriate for individualized-cur-
ricula.- However, any forinal instruction may be expected to have objet-
tiVesbuild_on one another as- instruction proceeds. Both the objectives
and-the stfucture may be implicit rather than explicit, but they exist
and_can be-charted.
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Using the PIC model for analysis of a curriculum involves a num-

ber Of steps.-

First, content, concept, and skill analySee are carried out and
then corained;to=structure an instructional hierarchy. Some curricula
may: specify objectives and present already structured hierarchies.

These are matched to rnaterials, observing any discrepancies that exist
betWeenEspecified,objectives and'the materiali designed -to teach those

ObjectiVes-. -FO-r--curricula that do-not have -specified objectives and/or

-hierarChies, the.materials..are.exa.mined_and the.objectives inferrecL and

structured. After this-initialEanilysis is completed, the broad inclusive
concepts -of the_diacipline are organiCed.according_ to levels (grades or

=units- itiLa-Esingiez cur rictilum) andrthe-hierarchidal-sequence_of_ the sub=

-concepts; ,principles-, generalizations,._and,conetructs determined. The
content - instances -are then analyzed-and placed under-thenappropriate

levelrat-the-cOnCePts:of which they are _examples. Finally, the-skills

are merged with concept and Contentinitances- to define, -in behavioral

:terms,, -thee irsiplied--objeCtives.

The- second step ofithe-process is the identification of-instructional

strategies. The-identification-of instructional- strategies-can be- simply

:an-lnventory to define the instructional model -more clearly. In -this -step,

-strategies Which_might-be particularly-appropriate for certain kinds-of

instructionEand hive-been neglected-(e.g., Modeling_lor psychomotor

skills,- advance organizers for-learning-from reading, etc. ) -are identi,

fled. Special attention-is given to concept acquisition strategies. The

kind and_arange_Of _examples -of-each concept- (content instances)-and-their

-relevant_and irrelevant attributes-are noted. -Failure to learn-a concept
may result:froin_a-defectnin-the instances encountered -in instruction.

The-range-of--content_instances is -readily apparent-from observation of-

the-hierarchy._

Third, the instructional model is described. Specified or inferred
goals and objectives are identified and their interrelationships determined.

-44



This description is based on theinformation obtained from the initial

analysis of the content, concepts, and skills of, the curriculum. Then,

the principles oi instruction used in the curriculum materials; man-
*

agement system, and teacher training materials are desczibed_batied

on inforination obtained when the instructional strategies were identi-

fied.

The fourth-step_in the PIC Model for curriculum analysis involves

t/ieAdenqfication of conipohents of the curriculum that seem to- suggest

-tertile_fields for further ins estigation. For examples of such ques--
:I

tioni-raised in the analysis of IS, see page 32.

"Hierarchy_Conetruciiun

In constructing thenhiGrarChies, - separate charts arebuiltifor the

cognitive and affectiVe dorhainS and for other eleinents-61-the curriculum

thatrepresent separate expressed or implied-_goals. The levels at which
objectives:are charted-depend upon the instructional sequence-(if one is

prescribed), the=takon6my level, the leVel:of-abstractness, and the con -

cept level.

The eleinents-of a- typical hierarc. f are identified in Fighre El.

The:lines that connect objectives vertically represent dependency rela.

tionships. Horizontallines ccnnect separate elements that-lead ands con-
tribute to a common objective, but that are not dependent on each other.

The branches-6f a hierarehyigenerally represent different phenothena
towards which the student's behavior is directed. They also may repre-
sent separate content of particular elements of a goal that make distinc-
'ive demands upon the student. (For examples, see Appendix A,

Exhibits 1 -and 2; pages 42-43.) The process of analysis requires-that'.
the analyst identify and categorize distinctive featurea of=s'^cW`cleinands.

In,preparing hierarchies analyzing curricula with specified goals

and objectives, it is noted when the wording of expressed objectives is

8
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changed by the. analyst or when two or more objectives are combined.
It is also noted if'rewording changes the meaning or emphasis of an

objective, if an objective is added to represent a learning experience

for which,Ithereis no expressed objective, or if an objective -is added
to represent an untaught objectisl-re prerequisite-to- a-,specified objective._

For curricula -that do-not have:expressed objectives, it is simpler to
note those goals and objectives stated by the developer insteathof those
inferred-or added. In either case, it is important that -a_ clear differentia- .

tion'be=inade-between the developer's words and-expressed intent and-the
analyst's -words -and iriferenties

Analysis of:Individualized Science

Individualized- Science (1.5)-isza comprehensive elementary school_

_science program-designed-for students-in_gra-des-1 -through 8. -The-IS

program-has_been described by its-developers as "a science-ctirriculUM

clogely-integrated with an-individtialized_learning.-managernent system"
-(Champagne-&1<lopfer, Note 3; p. 2). The,overallplan for IS includes
Seven leVel's of- instructional- material, each leVel providing-approximately

one sChoOl year's work in ,science. Only the first five leyels of IS, -Levels
.are considered in the present analysis.

IS iea very complex curriculum, offering-many-different:kinds of

learning: experiences and -a variety-of paths to mastery of its=goals.

arehies,were-not-constructed during the development of the curriculum
but the developers, Drs. Audrey Chainpagne-and-LeopOld_Klapfer, used

twOrorganiiational echernas-to identify-affective and cognitive levels and

structure-the_phenom:tna and content of science. Sunimary charts of
:theit-e-tivo schernas are includedlin,Appendix A, Exhibits 1 -and 2, pages

'-The affective-scheina makes -use of-the categories of- student

*behavior troin the Taxonorny_of Educational Objectives-, 'Handbook

Affective-= Domain (Krathwohl, 131Oom, & Masia-1964) and applies these

to the phenomena that are of interest to-science education ,(see -KInpfer,

10
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Note 4). The_ cognitive schema is based, in part,, on Bloom's-(1956)

cognitive-taxonomy, but this has been modified to be iciencespecifia

_and, expanded -to- include the processes of- scientific inquiry (see Klopfer,

_1971b). The-two-schemas used in developing 1 S-may_ be viewed

as providing --a structure for-the- science curriculum. This structure

aleo,proyided--one of the-dimensions for.the_hierarchy construction.

process:

Among--the IS: 'Curriculum materials examined-in-the-analysis Were:

Individual- Lessons -(IL), Planning Booklets, -Men and-Ideas--Filmstrilie

(M &I), Student- Activities-(SA), Miniature Explarations.(MinEx),,_Invita-

tions_t*EXPlore (1TE); Science- Learning Games-(SLG), Self=lnitiated

indePendent-Activities-(SLIA), Directed GronpActivities(DGA), Readings

iivSaience--(RIS), content guides and answer keys -to the-unite, student

science.- notebooks, and teacher's manuals. ExaMples of a learning

Xesobi_ce_chart, li.content guide to units, an-individual lesson-booklet,
and-a-,MinE;c-are jn Appendix -A, pages 59-60. The'tea.cher's manuars

(eiccerits in--Appendix A, pages 6T-64)_were the inost- useful" dab... souree-

because.they-clearly set the tone of the program and contain-a wealth of

directions -and suggestions for the teacher t4it could-.be examined for

consistency with_prograin-goals. The writings of the developers were

helpful in-identify,ing their ,intentions, their claimi for IS, and the -kinds

-ofzforinative evaluation questions they had sought to answer:

The-goals-of IS are stated as-follows:

1. Scientific literacy goal: The student-aaquires alounda-
-tioir_of scientificliteracy.,
Student self- direction goal: The student views the learn-
ing-;proCess as ptirnarilY self- directed and-self-initiated.
"Student -CO,l'evaluation goal: The-student plays a major
role in evaluating the quality, extent, and-rapidity of-

.hig learning.

4. AfEeCtive:goal: The student- displays- informed attitudes
toward his study- of science, scientific inquiry, and the
scientific enterprise.

11
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5. Inquiry goal: The student becom'es skillful in using-the
:processes of scientific inquiry and is able to carry out
inquiries. (Champagne & ISloPfez, Note 3, pp. 7-8)

The. interrelationships betweenrthelive goals and their- subgoals

were charted in'-an overview (see Appendix B, Chart I, page 66`). This
r.

chartris fiat hierarchical. Self- direction-and co- evaluation- goals appear
at:_the-bOttoin because they are the foundation for the kind of learning

`experience -that -is the heart Of-IS. Inquiry and-attitudes towards inquiry
felloW because they encompass the processes and motivation necessary

for, andliiivolVed-in, the pursuD,of the cognitive goals of the prpgram.
Finally at the- top -are the scientific literacy and affective goals which

co,evaluation, inquiry-pro-desses, and- attitudes

-toward _inquiry_.° The arrows are intended to-show that the relatiVe prog-

ress-along all-five dirfiensians probably-would-varyfrom-student-_to_stu-

dentancfprabably would not_follow a step-by--step-progression.

In many-Curricula, affective, inquiry, and-selfLmanagement-and,,
evaluation-goals-often are less well defined, -planned; and executed' than

are more traditional cognitive goals. -For this reason, and-because

-they. vire _prothis e of -revealing- some_ of -the diatinctive_ feature s -of 'IS, -the

prograin!s affectiVe, inquiry, self-direction, and co-evaluation goals
Were ahalyzecrhefore the scientific literacy goal.

Self - Direction -and Co-Evaluation

The Self-direction and the coevaluation goals are charted as sepa-
rate hierarchies (see Appendix B, Charts 2 and 3, pages 68=70). These
goals-were constructed with objectives from each of the five IS levels

being inalyZed andTwere -charted consecutively from the bottoM of the

hierarchy,to the top. Behaviors indicating progress are ekpreSsed_in
terms Of taika perfermed and are charted at the IS level-at-which they
,are-introduced.

12



The tour - immediate subgoals -to the self.--direetion goal were

selected because -they represent the-four separate categories of
=teaks-the student -Performs-in pursuit of the terminal capability.

Two of theee_are_expressed by the-developers: along - range plan

for-the student!S ovin_learriing, and selection.and-utiliiation of Suit-
-

able-iiistructionaLmaterinls.- Two were-introduced here by theinna-

-Iyat-becaust,the demands of two different- categories of_capability_

,we'reldentifieci=among the-cur:riculumrtasks, One of task

demands willingness -to revise plans based on- appropriate- evidence;

-another type-requires individual responpibilitylor use-of human-

-resource si-to:attain_inetruetional- goals. This interjection of-two

subgoals is -an- example of=how eurriculuin structure, -is made more

evident through:the analysis process.

The two immediate subgoals for co- evaluation summarize

the two -major categories'of behavior,involved: first, self-evaluation;
second, discussion and co-evaluation with the teacher. In both of

these-categories, where analysis suggested addition of a subgoal

immediately iieneeth the terminal goal and forniation of a branch

iii-the-hie,arehy, the objectives deinand different types of behavior.

The-Student self-direction and co- evaluation goals require

coordination ofstudent planning sheets and booklets, teacher plan-,.
ning-lorms, teacher directions; outlines of unit activities grouped

by topics, answer keys, etc. In the teacher's manuals, the teacher

is =reminded repeatedly to discuss the students' progress with thein

individuallyiand to ask students to evaluate their performance and

progress. in-Short-, the two goals that "the student should view

the-learning-.process as priinarily self - directed -and- self - initiated"

and-that-"the student:shotild play-a major role in evaluating the

quality, extent, and rapidity Of his learning" are supported by all



elements of the management system, and this support is reflected
in-the charted objectives.5

The:conceptof-mastery with rospect_to the student self-
direction-andco-evaluation,goals is relative, -rather-than absolute.

The-developers' publications (e.g.,_ Klopfer, Note 5) give clues to

the-etteritial differences-between the usual definition of mastery ,

and:the-tense itvwhich it-is used for-these goals., Self-direetion is
aimed`-atstudent "develoPment into a-cdrripetent and confidentfixtcle-

_pendent.leacner." -Co-evaluation assumes "continually increasing:

responsibility" for judging how well-the:student performs in_learning,

neW-information, ideas, and procedures. Levelg of competency -At
anyzIS leVel will vary -among individuals. This is an:aspect of-the

-curriculum that the-hierarchy construction,process-Ixas
/-

Note, -for example; -the repeated use of-the phrase,. the student "is'
progressing" in the statement of IS competencies. 6 Each specified
objeetive in all Of.these hierarchies represents a Milestone, or behav-
ioral:evidence of progress towards the terminal goal.

5--Inthe case of IS; the - specified objectives- clue the curriculum
analyst1olthe need to check for consistency. This. might not be so-in
every curriculum. If IS did ncithave a specified self-management
goil,, explicitly stated, examination of the management system, stu-

vdent directions, and directiohs to teachers in the teacher'S-manuals
would have shown self - management to be an implied goal and would
haliearnade clear the implied objectives, which_ could then be struc-
turedhierakehically.

6The
terminology used by the analyst and the developers of IS

to deicribe different levels of behavio'ral outcomes for a curriculum
differ. IS developers use the terms goals, Competencies, and objec-
tives. Thus; they have analyzed each goal of IS into level coMpeten-
cies. lh most cues, competencies are:analyzed further into objec-
tives. The analyst uses goals, subgoals, and objectives.
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Affeat=andinquiry

The affective goal has been structuredlinto.separate hierarchies

for each of-thelour sulagoals: attitude towards;Science learning experi:

ences, attitude-towards science and scientists, attitude towards ecien-
tific inquiry, and-attitude towards inquiry as a Way of thought (see Appen-

=dikB, Charts 416:8, pages 71-77). The-.rationale_forithis is that
attitudes - are- -felt, ,exriressed,, and obserVed toWarda each phenomenon

separately. 7. Similarly, it was nece'ssarylo construct separate hier_7.
archies for-each of two subgoals of the inquiry goal because one facet
of- the goal relates to the-processes Of scientific inquiry, the other to

the,,ability-toucary out inquiries (see Appendix B, Charts 9 to 11, pages

Like-the'student self-direction and co-evaluation goals, the=affec

tive,and-inquiry-goals are conceived as goals toward which the student
is-,-expectedAo move. Again, a relative coneept of'maitery is evident.
The=affectiVe gOal aims at helping the student to develot, attitudes,, to
learn to value =science for its contributions'to man's intellectual -growth

anti`-to society, to.enjoy his or 1,4 learning experience_ in science, and
to-developran informed attitude towards scientific inquiry. The inquiry
goal aims:at'helping the studefitto become-skillful in the processes of
scientific inquiry-and in carrying out inquiries.

7
For each-terminal sulagoal of the affective goal, the hierarchies

are construeted_with each of the IS levels, A through E, charted cot,
secutiVely-from-the &Atom to the top of the hierarchy. The code outside
the:box refers to the affective level of each objective according to Klop-
fer's structure of the affective domain for Individualized Science (Ex-
hibit-1, =page 42).

8
Por each objective in the processes of scientific inquiry hier-

archy, Chart 10, the unit title is indicated in the lower right -hand corner
of the objective's box. The code outside the bo* indicates the IS taxon6my
-1evel of-the objective according to Klopfer's structure -of the cognitive

1-domain:for:Individualized Science (Exhibit 2,- page 43).
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The subgoals-of the-affective goal are viewed as falling into two

categories. The first of these is related to attitud towards science

andAs-charted in three hierarchies, -each terminating in.a subgoal to-

wards which,the attitude development is directed. The three- subgoals

are attitude-towards learning experiences-in science, attitude towards

science:and-scientists, and attitude towards scientific inquiry. The

second categOrynf the affective goal goes beyond:attitude towards sci-

entific- inquiry to inquiry as a way=of thought. This subgoal-may be

considered,the=affeetiVe.dimension of the inquiry.goal or the inquiry

dimensiorinofitheaffective goal.
ti

The_me-rs of determining whether or not affective objecives

have been attained are built into their expression. For attitude towards

science lear:ning experiences (see Chart 5, page 72), the student would

be "observed-in the classroom."* The behavior to be demonstrated fails
'into three major categories, charted as hierarchy branches: perform-
ance of volunteer activities and reportszon them- (action); satisfaction

in doinglessons and optional investigations (feelings); and pride in the

care used in carrying out activities and lessons (feelings as they affect

action). The three hierarchy branches represent not only different
behavior categories, but also different mixes of affective/cognitive and

intellectual/observable behavior.

Attainment of- the-subgoals-desling with:informed attitudes--to,

wards science and scientists, towards scientific inqUiry, and towards
inquiry-as a way of thought is assessed both by observing behavior in-

the classrooin and by questioning students about:their learning .xperi,,

ences_in=science. Student- responses-concerning -science and scientists

-(see- Chart -6, page 74) would fall:into the categories represented by the

:three-branches of this heirarchy: the study-of the natural-World as sci-
en4's-_primary activity, interdependence of science and society, and
-differences:-among -scientists a-nd_what-they=study. -For an informed

:attittide-lowards scientific inquiry (see Chart 7, page 75), four branches



of the- hierarchy demand different competencies: one related -to obser=

vation, one-to interpretation and-the need for accuracy, one to measure-

ment, and=One-to-the-cumulative and revisionary_ nature of scientific ,

inquiry. -Finally, attitude towards inquiry" as a Way-of thought (see

`Chart_S, page 77)-calla upon-four classes of coinpetency represented

by hierarchy branches: questioning, finding a Means _or answening"the,
questions, -finding alternative- procedures, and-,extrapolating_from-one

inquiry,experierice.to a similar, but_different experience. These-de-

mind= sucCeneively-moreinitiative and overt effort.

In charting the hierarchies, some objectives which are at the
same -Affective taxonomy leVel-inay-be organized'Vertically rather than

-on: he-sitne'liorizontal plane. The,-reason-is that, Within the same
iffectiVe-taxeriorny-level, the student's behavior-May-require greater

or lesser degreeS of motivation, overt-expenditure-of-etiort-i-or-selt-
-direction. For-example, in the affective-subgoal-hierarchy for atti=
tude_towards-science learning.activities, to-"work voluntarily-on an
elective- activity -or alternative unit" would-dernand less independent,

undirected- effort than `to "Consider-questions and probleini-in SoMe

Things -to Think About",(5pen-ended questi-OnS-at the end'of-each unit).

The- latter would, 'in turn, demand less:sustained, organizedLeffort

-thin to "report = -to the-teaCher-or other students." Although these

three behavior3_are all'at Level B.2 -of -the affectiVe taxonomy -(see

Exhibit 2, page: -43), they have-been-charted- sequentially because-the

are-progressively-more self=directive.

Level of self,-directiveness, then, may=be a consideration for
-charting= objectivei-within a hierarchy. However, for any, given child

this sequence-may not represent the Optinial progression. For an
extrovert-, reporting both formally and informally might-be a_natural

for.an-introvert, =pondering questions and problems in Some

Things to- Think About might:be more attractive. In this case, the
-1 vertically__ hierarchical positions-of-objeCtiVes do not represent a
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necessary dependency relationship, but they do reflect a relAionship

with another of the curriculum's goals. Nevertheless, even if self-
direction were'not-an explicit goal of IS, the demands made -on the

students by these objectives would lead to the construction of similar

vertical seopences in an accurate-filotting.of the curriculum structure. 9

The,inquiry goal is,- divided into two sub-goals: use of appropriate

processes Of inquiry, incl,progress in deVeloping_the ability=te carry

out inquiries--(Appendix B, Charts `10 -and 11, pages 79-86). The hier-

archy:for _the second subgoal_begins-_with,IS Level C arid has-been con-
.,

strudtecisan the basis of independent investigations Of levels C, and

E. Itsibranches, of course, are much the same as those °Utile atti,
_tude_towardb inquiry hierarchy: qUestioning, posing probleMs for in-

vestigation,_ and proposing procedures for investigating problems.

The student-must be *aware of the necessity-of the_ elements,,in order

tà be ible te carry them out. In this hierarchy, as in all thehierar-
chies under Goals-II through V, the specified behaviors at eachTS
lervel,fitay be- termed Milestones, or behavioral evidence -of progress

tOwardS-the-terminal4oals.

The several hierardhies presented up to this point highlight one

of,the distinctive features of IS, the-careful attention giVen the affec-

tive, inquiry, and _self -Management,goals. These-goals are often

-espouse&bycurriculurri designers but seldom are theyLas carefully

structured,as-the subject=matter content goals. A distinctive feature

of !SABI*: careful structuring-of the components of-self-direction,

9It must -be asguinedsthat each level -of -each dimension-or branch,
of the ailective-hierarchies is attained through a series of_ instructional
experiences. Both the-ievel at whichtherels an increment inctithe ex,
perienCes used-to_attain it will vary from student to student. The de-
eired-behavior maybe demonstrated occaSionally,rather-than consis-
tently, but progress towards_gbil attainment at each_level of _the-cur,
ritulum_is expected. This is indicited-by the-lines which connect all"
the boxes Of=_one-affective level to all the_boies_cif the_ neictlevel.
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1

co-evaluation, -affect, and inquiry, as shown in Charts-2 through 1_1

(Ap Pendlic B, Paigeti 68-86). Each learning task involves more than

one goal. Inthe IS-program,- the -apyrokiatenesisiof_levels -of--each

-domaininvolVed in_a_single task-has been-carefully-and explicitly-con-

sidered, and-appropriate- sequences-have been incorporated= nto the
design. IS-represents an integrated pursuit Or learning goals, as the_

-hierarehies=delineate.

Scientific_titeracy

Threeillustrative hierarahiesiare included for the scientific
literacy goal (see Appendix B, Charts 12 to 15,, pages 87=107): one
for=measurernent terminology, one for the concept of 'energy, and

=One-for-systems= concepts. The progression of objectives.from the
bottom ot,:each hierarchy tO,the top follows -the order of Units inihe
several

The Scientific literacy goal ainis "to build-a solid base of knowl=

edge-and understanding ofzand abotitriCience which the student will

iieeititniunction in an increasingly complex world" (Klopfer, Note 5).

Here, rather than centering on the process of becoming informed and

self-directive, IS focuses -on the conceptual 'Structureld science.

Choiei=from-a variety of resource materials and different examples
provides for.adaptibility to individual students. The materials are
adaptive to an individual's learning style or preference, interest, and
concept level.

One of the illustrative hierarchies constructed for scientific
wliteraayls

that for measurement terminology (Chart13, pages-88-94).
Becase each IS unit dealing with measurement terminology employs

those terms which are, related to the science content of that particular
*

unit, -this hierarchy was constructed with several branches. At '
Level E, =for instance, one branch shows the development of termin-,

ology related to the science of nutrition, another branch deals with



temperature, mass, force, and work. At Level C, length, mass,
volume, "and-temperature are treated as separate branches to show
clearly 10how they develop.

An example of how decisions are made about placement-in the

hierarchy is ,furnished by the developers' stated objective: "The stu-
-dent=stites-that the-only certain-Way-to-detenimizie which one-of npair

offindividuals has _the greater calorie requirement is_by-measuremefit.i"

This -is- placed at-the top of -a series -of- objectives -on nutrition:mei:lure=

meat terminology, although-the-Word-"states"xcould rnean_that:the stn.;

dently repeats_a memorized- statement. The wording-:oirthe-,objec-
%

tive-Avaretaizted-as the developers wrote -it, but-it-was placed-in_the
-e

'hierarchy in-the position-of-a principle on'the-basis_ of- an-in-depth-

an:ay-els _of the leason_thaierials. It was found that this principle was

taught-eatefully, with -cues graduilly-faded, over several different

learning:experiences. These-included-the-statement-that "only-by

'measuring can you be _sure, -" a discussion of all the differences -that

affect:imounts_of energy needed:by an- individual, and a discussion-
_

thitAndiCated-the Unreliability of-any_other means -than measurement.

All of =these experiences contribute_ tir teaching:the need for -measure=

-Ment_injudging-calorie requirements,. hence-the placement-of the

objective at the-top of-the series.

The illustrative hierarchies for energy and systems (Charts 14
and 15, pages 95-107) structure the mainstream unit objectives that

attend to these science concepts. Each hierarchy sets forth an array

10 --The objectives structured are from the lessons in the =lain-
streiza units only, although the ft curriculum also includes alteinative
_pathways units-and a variety of learning activities.in addition to those
contained in the lessons. These are usually liited as related resources
_iiveach u_ nitand_provide many more experiences with the content orthe
unit.
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of examples demonstrating the range of instances provided in the IS

lessons.

The-introduction of-energy as a discrete concept begins-at

-Level C. -11 Formal study-ofreltergy is begun -at Level E in "attemPt-
-ing- to _answer the question, 'What is_energy?' " At Levels C

onlyAhose-objectives_thatiexplicitly, deal with energy are structured;

at _Level-E all objectives are structured. -Systems-Concepts are-intro-
.

ducecUat-:Level C and continued at Level-D with-a-study _of burning and

-SubSOtemis_involved. At -Level E the studerit_studies:energy. as asub-

systemioLbiologicatiysterris. The way_soine of:the same-lessons

-bnildato-viardS different science-concepts-lenergy;_systemi) is graphic-

ally by comparing the -energy and_sy- sterns-hierarchies

-and-notirig-that=soine of the same objectives appear in_both hierarchies.

Energy. may be used as.an-example.to show how the-developers

of IS-haVeibuilt the conceptual-framework- of-sCientific literacy, (see

-Chart -14, :pages- 95-102). By:attending:simply-to the categories -of
StudentArehavior, nne can quickly scan-this prodess. In-dealing With-

:the energy concept, -the student names,_ defines, identifies; (b)_gives
examples, classifies, describeS;-(c)rexplainS, demonstrates, identifies

attributes, distinguishes;_ (d) selects, orders; (e) reads chartS, writes
equations; (0 describes subsystem interactions, demonstrates processes;
and--(g; states or-demonstrates -concepts, _principles, and generaliza-

tions. At Level C the student.observ_esrmanifestations of-energy -and-

changes_bronght about by adding or removing heat. By,Level 13-the

student -Telates-respiration to_b-urning, -and-has begun to identify different

I lit-was
determined that '.he concept begins here because the

developers ipeak in the Level C teacher's-manual of "rudimentary con-
eepts-andebservations" of manifestations of energy at Level C and can-
fiim-that the concept is more fully introduced at Level --D -(p. 173). In
the LeveliXteacherse manual, they speak of-"introducing ideas about
energy exchange" (p. 26).
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kinds -of energy (heat, light, sound)-and to explain such changes as

evaporitien, melting,- dissolving, and sublimation by kinetic molecu-
lar-theory.

At Level E, as-the hierarchy clbarly-shows, the range of in-
.

sta.:iced-of:energy-has expanded. The formal study of energy has begun

with;identificitioniof=the-attributes_of_energy and with learning_ experi,

-esices:with-i-widevariety-ofFforms of-energy-(he.at,

-sound, -electrical, light, elastic, -gravitational). The concepts,__Tirinci-

pies,_ arid generalizations are_built-thrOugh_a -variety of exrariences,

-and-the studentdemonstratesnhis or'..tr acquisition of_ the concepts -by

-synttiesiaing, -creative activities- (e.g.,_ Writing:an essay on_what_life

wolild-_belike-zsiiithout the sunls- energy, -or how-life would_be different_

coal-andipetroleum on earth'were used up).

Evaluation of_IS-on;the Basis of _Curriculum Analysis

The description of the hierarchies constructed for tach,of the
goals of IndiVidualized Science has attempted to-point out some of the

finePointe of the curriculum revealed by the-hierarchy construction
-process. The construction procedures have been explained inEorder

to clarify the significance of each branch, each level, arid each linking
vertical or horizontal line. By examining the hierarchies, significant
information-about certain aspects of the instructional process can be
inferred. For example, in the development of a broatv and fundamental

concept, -the hierarchy clearly shows the Sequence in which instances

of the concept are introduced, the- range -of instances of the concept.

and the-Away principles and generalizations are built out of component

concepts.

The advantage of such an economical mtthod of presenting a.

tremendolis amount of information about a highly complex curriculum

should not be underestimated. However, it is important to note that
in the-,process of= constructing hierarchies, the investigator gains more

22
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-information about the curriculum that can be inimedia,tely, discerned in

the hierarchies themselves:, Some of this is relevant to the claims of
the de.veropereabourtheir, program and, therefore, -to its evaluation.

made_ for IS will'be examined in light of the informa-,
HMI gleaner -during -the hierarchy construction process.

r
9

Ad antiVe tEnvironinent

ft c.,t_the 'IS developers -is that they have -pro-

_dnc ect a- muitifac e te'd_ pr og r irn-w ith,many r e s our c e sitvhich-make_pe sdi-

4clePtiveenvironment,_" that is, an environment that "has the ,

-capability:of Matching-instruct:;m-te various cha ran ie iiitif;s. of indi-
,

Vidnailearners"-(Chimpagne &:KloPter,_:igote_2;_p;. 2). The developers

constructed-a.table_displaying:the-many facets of the-program (see

-Pages-44-45)which.shoWs how provisions are-mad', for variations in

goals,_ materials; -I.Istructional units, -settings (whole group, small
.

groups _indiViduils), teaching- focus Isubjeet-matter, process,_ Values),

mode 12 (lecture, discussion, -laboratory,. programmed materials,
t

selfiriaitruetional-7materiaisii, and locus of --responsibilityi for evalua;

tion-and-decithion making: The developers deScribe-ho* ..hese yaria-

Mons providelor individual differences -in acquired-knowledge, interest,

attitudes,: aed=intelligence (charnpagne.&-klopfer, Note 2). They do

'nek claim-to:know ho* to provide for variations in cognitive style or

cognitive-development, the mechanisms-for which, they maintain, "are
just_beginning-to be explored." .HowoVer, they suggest that different

N

-social; setting3 and methods- (didaatic, guided discovery-, inquiry)
- ,

- accommodate to some-Of these differences. They alim show, in tabular

alThe s_Use the term "instructional strategy" in which
they include didactic, guided discovery, and inviry. The writer pre,,

-fern -to use-"method" for tin% dimeniiiori,of a curriculum, reserving the
term "instructional strategy" :or those techniques of instruction_that
haVeJirm research-based evidence of effectiveness.
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7

(
form,. the program's Many resources and.how these relate to its
goals, which they claiin adapt-instruction to both learner differences
and-the content to be-flearned,

4

The LIS:prograin does provide_ such-a-Wealth of resources-and

such-a-variety.-of instructional-options-that the instructional environ-
ment appears-highly-capable-of- adapting-to-individual-needs. The

-resources -chart (see Appendix A, pageS-44-45) provides

some,= indication of the range of'these resources and opticins. IS

consists -of- =mainstream units, which teach the program's'behavioral

objectives, and alternative_ pathway units, which go-beyond these ob=:

-jectives-AO-Stretch-the child'si,capabilities and stiroUlate his or-her
interests. The-hierarchies,dO-not-atternpt=tb structure these_alterna-
tive Units. Without them,_ the-prograM is adaptive; with them, it has

the-capability_-of,being remarkably adaptive.

-in_c-resting a_pragram which would furnish-the adaptiveness

demanded=brthe individual differencRs in elementary school chil-

dren, the- develope rs -Conf konted_ Many- curriculurn- design problems.

Their solutions- suggest some. of The elements that should -be attended

to in designing-an:adaptive _curriculum. For example:

1. To provide-a variety of -settings.tO meet the- prefer-
ences- of the. students and, the demands- of- instruc-

,tional. objectives, the deVelopers designed student
activities which could be done-alone, with-the teacher,
viitlrone-ór-more students, orias group- activities with
the =teacher,

2. To keep track of a class of students, each with his
or her own plan of study, the developers provided
planning booklets for each stUdePt to record plans
and,progreks and dais management sheets for the
teacher to keep track of Students' plan/El and,Progress

`end,,to aisernble those ready.for Directed Group
AdtiVities.
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3: To-ensure that_this highly-complek program would
standllone -without_ teaChe r support from aides,

=impleinehtet s,_ or other personnel- and_Could thus
be successfully disseminated, a myriad Of teacher
_props were -furnished and Structured-instruction-in
-self management was provided-for the student.

4. To_a.voidithe_problems-associated-with initial- itnple-
inentation:of=an.innovatiVe _Curriciatim-and to relieve
the Of- anxietie s that -Many- teaehe ris- express at

-the-prospect-oflattemptirig to individualize-instroc-
-tion,_ a number-of-teacher props Were. designed.

-_These=props include- classroom model Charts, Ma-
, terials.ntorage prodedures, lists -of materials need.

-ing rePlenishinentafter each-lesson, descriptions of
hOW_Ao-aiseinble inateriata, and-Management infor.;
mationlor-eaehleVel, _including_pOsaible routes -that
a tticient -could-ft:Mow. ,

Self,DirecteL.Learn mg_ and ttralization
_

-

to-meetithe_ challenge of, a world of - change -and- the- need-to

-acquire _new nkills- and krioyfledge, the child_muat-fbecome-a_lifelong-
-

-lea trier. 1S-provides Mechaniams-for children to-plan -their science

activities, to manage their -own ingructional-Materials, and to -take

part-in-:the assessMent-of,-!iteir learning. "It-also provides oppor=.

-tunitieis--for:the-child to Make- selectiona,frOMalternative learning-

:te ourc es and from alternative units -oi. study" (Champagne & Klopfer,

-Notel2;_ p. 1). The program atternpts _to-develop attitudes towards
r

-learning by_ teaching children -how the-initruetional system functions

and giving them-a-sense of pa'rt icipation in-deCiaion making -(Klopfer,
,--

1971a,_ -1971b; -Champagne & klopfer, Note 2)..,

AlLof -these claims are reflected in-four oLthe-program goals:

-afiectiVe, inquiry, self=direction,_ and co=evaltlation. The hierarchies

ifor:thesegoals indicate thatzthe science lessons - offer opportunities_

stincturedlin small steps, which permit self-management, self-
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assessment, and choice of learning resources and, beginning at Level D,

of-alternative-units. In the = -early levels,- the- program provides instruc-

tion in science vocabulary, the learning-to-learn-skills, of observing,
sorting, measuring, describing., ordering, classifying, collecting data,
recording _data, and interpreting-bar graphs. The student hasran oppor,

tunity toacquire -skills-and processes-of inquiry and is-exposed to learn,
itig:_experiences_designed to provide an informed attitude towar-cissci=

ence arictsaientists, science learning_ experiences, and scientific

inquiry.

If:understanding the2learhing system gives the students "a sense

of-participation and control," teachingthem the Mechanics for develop-
.

ing such understanding should fostei'this sense of.control. The pro-

gram=supplies a-_Start Unit-for Levels-A-and B-and_a -La-unch_ Unit-for

-Levels-C, D, and1E, which teach the meChahics. The Start Unit

teacheerhOw-to operate a recorder, follow-directions, use_a,planning
andffind materials, and--it testsTpierequisite skills -such as

recognition of- number's and letters. The Launch Unit teaches hoV.,:to

manage_rnateriale, score tests, and_select _student activities and also

prdvidesT_an:ititroduction to new concepts, vocabulary, and instruments.

In- programming-these goals, the science developers have encoun-

tered-and-solved the following- problems - related to adaptive instructional

design:

1. To perinjt informed decision making by students, the
Directed-Group Activities, managed -by the teacher,
present an overview of unit choicee. From Level -D
on, student seminars include seminar books with
directions, which permit student self-direction.
These seminars .also provide opportimities for stu-
dents to use, orally, the vocabulary of the subject
they are studying individually.

2. To prpvide for social° interaction in an individualiz`ed
program, the variety of resources from which-the

,student selectsincludeelprojecte on lesson concepts,
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gathes, etc., which alto* for student intera,Ition.
The=D-irectedci. up Activities include group dis-
cussion of concepts, filmstrips, and the lives o_ f

-well-known scientists.

-3. To ,provide necessary information on-subject matter
-content and/or -direetions -on-activities- that-some-
children-might- notbeable to read, optional read-

.alonv tape s -and- illustrated_ lessons, _imPart science
-plannirig-iinformationand oral directions-for

activities.

44 To-providelor -exploration and challenge-withetu--
-clenteof varying intermit* and abilitiei, -InVitations
to Explore, Miniature Explorations-(MinExjancL
'Self 131iiitiated_Independent. Activities challenge,
whit_liow-to-Booklets_remind_:sbidents_hoiv_to
Manage independently. The_MinEatellive problems
oethe cover, which Some students can attempt-to
solve- on their- own -as -well is-pictures ,of wipe ri-
-Metiteinside which-children can model. Open-
ended questions entouragefurther-inquiry.

5. Toencourage the teacher to-permit student self -
management -and co-evaluation, the developers
-have built- teacher props into- the -`materials of=each
unit. Teaisist students-in self-management, they
are provided with-answer keys and planning-notes
on-how to get materials, return them properly.-
'make-and Carry_ out a plaiL =PlaceMentteitques-
tions are keyed to-lesson content and help deter-.
mine_what to do-next.

A.teacher's Manual supplies course infotMation and
directions. The teacher is encouraged-to -take the
opportUnity to discuss with the student his or her
progress-in the prOgram, and information is given
on how and_when to'do so. The teacher's alterna-
tives; depending on student progress, are pointed'
outland hints ire given about how to help students
evaluate the-appropriateness of their choices.

in_addition, the curriculum reminds theteacher to
record students' special problems and activities,
concepts-they would like to continue studying, and
the activities they complete.
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Finally, the "How-To" student booklets provide the
teacher, who may be fearful Of the dangers of self-
management, with a.rnechanism for reminding stu-
dents of safety precautions as well'as other self-
Management skills.

-Relevaric':

'ihaicontent of-Individualized- Science, the-developers claim,_, is

-relevantto_the social circumstances of today and the foreseeable

future, -emphasizing cultural aspects of science-and the interactiona
science arid:society. The-content, they assert, capitalizes -on _the
-interests of thezchild and seeks ' .o give each child-Some Methods and

skillirforfattackingthe questions which-tug = at hiin and Some useful

framework -into which -to -fit the answers" (Klopfer, 1971b, p. -26).

While-all-of-the goals are related to these claim, -the scientific
litericy_goal is particularly relevant. The interactions of sciende
and-sOciety are-explicitly- attended to, maihly=through the filmstrips

onAhe-lives of scientist's. In addition, much otthe-content is-selected-

-to-provide the scientific knowiedge necessary=for helping the-student

to deallwith,social problems of the present_andliitnre.---

The physical and biological sciences -are- highly relevant to the

search for solutions to such problems as overpopulation and threats
to ecological balanCe. The hierarchies show that at each level:student's
are asked:to describe contributions of scientists:to their Society. The

phySical and biological science curriculum. objectives include Sequences

onthe composition of the atmosphere, the human respiratory system,

air-pollution, the dk;estive system, and nutrition. A major area of
study-in IS, is energy which, of course, haS broad social implications

and-Current interest. The student is asked to consider theSe

tiona and write about them.

The claim that each child isliven methods and skills for- attack-
ing questions "that tug at him or her" is-adequatelrjustificd,. The
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early lessons, which *each skills of observation, measurement, and

dlassificatiOn, are carefully sequenced. The -goals of-informed- atti-
rudetoWard; and eventually commitment-tó, inquiry and the ability to

Carry outiiiqtazries are carefully attended to at each level, as the hier-
archies-show. The developers anticipate thatby Level-C, some -stu-

dents Will:gobeyond strictly scientific inquiry and begin-to deVelop a

commitment-to-inquiry as a general- way -of thought. The developers
apparently- expect an "Aha!" effect,. since in the affective domain -the

-1S-leVelsliom=c,tofE progress relatively- rapidly, from A.1 to A. 3 on
the affective-taxonorny (see-Exhibit 1, page 4Z). Once students-become
aware-oLthe:prodesses of:inquiryasking question, seeking a-way to-
answer-it, proposing-alternative procedures, and extrapolating from
experiences in dealing with one problem to a similar problem=-they

-are-expectedlto-make_progress-in their ability to carry hutlnquiries.
This progress- can "be investigatedby examining student performance

in-the-indei,endent activities.

Again, attention to theie program aims haS led the developers
-to Solve other chrriculum-design liroblems_in the process:

To - maintain children's interest and motivation to
learn, the lesions address themselves td-ibildrerils
concerns about their own bodies and answer many
ofIthe kinds of "Why?" and "hotor?" questions Children
naturally ask about themselves and their environment.

Many of =the explorations are written in puzzle form
to:make them especially appealing:to children. For
example, the story of ArchimedeS' search for a way
to fizid the volumelof the King's crown introduces a
MinEx which aSka the student to -solve the same prob-
lem. After Solving it, the student is encouraged to
finci=an alternate way of making the same measure-

,. ment. Another MinEx asks students how to use a
plastic-bag to raise a small hook off a. table = without
touching the.book or- lifting the bag. A third asks
the- student to predict whether a paper towel williget
wet if it is pushed into the-bottom of a vial±which is
then pushed- open- end down into some water.
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2. To help the teacher who does.not know the science
content, the teacher's manual provides an overview
of the content and rationale for its use. In addi-
tion, there are:notes to the teadier on things that
pose special difficulty for students. Thernes-empha=.,
sited in thefilmstrips are listed. The teacher is
given suggestions -on questions:to ask and why to
ask them, and-references are made to learning
Itheorysources for teachers who want t6 learn-more
about how children acquire concepts,

Possible -Further Claims.

There are additionateleinents in IS-which_might well have

elicitediclaiMs by the deVelopers,f but did not. For example, IS is
adaptive to-the.lbcal schOolrsituatiOn,as well as the individual-student.

TWo=different classroom models are possible: regularly scheduled at

90 ininutes-_per week, -and flexible, involVing large blocks of time.

It is passible, because of the very carefully specified structure
of science content on which the program is based, to use a romputer

to generate tests. Whatever, category of behavior or knowledge the

teacher, evaluator, or product purchaser is interested in knowing
about canbe tested, because each objective is Carefully_ coded to the

structure of- science as defined by the developers.

Finally, the,program makes no claim about interpersonal skill

training. tiowever, the care=witl Which instruction is designed for

the sharing and proper handling of materials indicates that this is an
inferred objective. The diversity of instructional situations -also

encourages social-interaction by:providing_the student an opportunity

to work with different Individuals Or different,groups of children.

Theoretical Basis and Instructional Strategies

The developers of IS call their program eclectic because they
borrow from a variety of theoretical bases for the research underlying
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_their:instruction. They refer-explicitly to-Gagnfi, -Bruner,. Piaget,

Ausubel, and - Glaser (Champagne-St Klopfer, Note 2). They could-have

-referiedlo-DeWey, Skinner,. Klausmeier, Schwab, Bloom; and Krath,
wohl, -among- others. Instructional-strategies usedthroughontlevels
are clearly influenced-by each -of these theoreticianth,and_reeearchers.

-one _elerrient_that characterizes the IS curriculum and stands -out

aecitaTgreatest strengthris--the-care with which-it folloWs the fundamen,
tat- struCture,ottsciende. This-sgiVes it-its- consistency and makes feast-

Ble-the.integrate&pursuit of goals. It_fadilitatee the_building -of-the

-conceptssof. skstems, energy, _kinetic-molecular theory,- and;biological

adaptation-ras- recurring, themei, built and_ strengthened unit _oy -unit.

This element of- structure, which owes much te_Schwab (1964) and-

Bruner (1960), is the elementTand the strength that comes- across-most.

elearly,--in the scientific literacy hierarchies.

The-ldeie of Piaget are reflected in the way-the lessons- attend

tb,the=child's development-in abstradtion, attention Span, and concept
learning. Nt_th,e early-levels, when the child mightln expected to be
at the state of _concrete operations, the learning ekperiences are con,
crete and-short. The-later lessons become longer and more abstract.
The level of-abatracti6n is another prograin aspect clearly illuStrated
by the'hierarchies.

The :-sequencing of instruction _in If ''iwa the influence_of other
theorists also. The- taxonomic -levels otsloorn (196), someivhat-modi-

.
fied_by the developerS, and of Krathwohl, Blooin, and MaSia (1964)

are-clearly apparent_in the_defining and sequencing Of objeCt:yes. The
building,froin concepts to principles_ to-generalizations -shows,the_influ-

zence-of Gagnd (1965) =and, again, of Schwab (1964) and-Bruner (1960).

The progress -from single-to combined skills steins -from- Dewey (1933)
and Piriget (1969). The_progresaion from instances with few irrelevant
attributer; to thoie with many can bentraded to-Bruner, GOodrietw, and

Austin (196Z), Glaser 41968), and Klalismeier andiVooper (1974),
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These writers undoubtedly would support the building of the concepts

of energy and Systems, as revealecLby the hierarchies, as examples
OI:their instructional theories at work.

Glakeits design model is-clearly apparent in the structured:cur-

riculummodel: testing procedures (integrated_into the curriculum),
diserete-materials for teacihing each objective, and procedures for
= individual progression through the program.

Advance organizerS (Ausubel, Nate 6) were used throughout-the

curriCuluth, -both in the -form of overviews -of -what is to come (Directed

GroupActivities) and in the-form:.of fundamental organizing concepts,,

taught earlrand=builtzupon. There is evidence that students' learning
znitzietentiort_is better with such assistance (Bloom, 1971; Gagne, 1965;

klaustneiar & Harris, 1966; Ausubel, Note 6).

To-demonstrate attainment at the level of-practical appliCatian,

which is defined in IS as an eletrient in the definition of "understand,"

the Bloonv(1956).criterion of "use in a novel situation" is employed.
t7:

The'theories of Skinner- and other behaviorists and the programining-

work of,Glaser and colleagues (Taber, Glaser, & Schaefer, 19651

appear in,the use of such techniques as cues, prompts, and successive
approximations of desired-tern-anal-behaviors (Solomon & Holland,

'Note 7).

Questions for Further Research

As has been suggested, many questions arise=for further evalua-

tive .research as a by- product -of the hierarchy construction.process.

Some of tlieseqtiestions follow: Are theilw4laviors shown incthe self-

titZtlaieTrErira-riti-ea--evaluation-hierarchirs the essential components

oUself-directed, self-eValuative learning' Are these the optimal
sequeriaes for attaining -it? Are these elem,.,nts theappropriate ones

for the developinentallevel of the students? For-example, is it-appro-
priate, at Level-D (about fourth grade), to itiate student responsibility
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for--iir,rangingan-interactive mode of learning-in a-seminar-and carry..
-111g:out a -role in_it? Should-other objectives for using human resources-

for-.1ea rninuprecede -the seminar- obje at -Lovel-D?

-Do-students-who have completed-IS Level A demonstrate the-

ability-to-carry out the,following-behaviors _in-other classes which do-

-not teaCh--aelf-inanagement, g getting: their-own materials and
returninV.therh-tiythe-rb.7.per_places and_follovring writ-tewor-verbal

,direction- which-they can read- and /or understand? Do students who

;haive-,been-in-this_program through -Level D demonitrate greater deci-

.sivenest in_ other- classes (quicker, reasoned decisions) when given a

choice -between several-alternative -learning-activities'than dorstudents-

WhO-have-nOt-had this-learning experience? Should-there-be specific

-lessons-teachl-students _to -analyze-in addition_tO the student and

teaches -management- props --which facilitite-such-analysas?

-DO-itudeiits_ who have-studied IS-use-the inquiry-processes.

le-ainaciln.sCience investigatiOnsin other -schiiol subjects- outside
of _science ? is there-a relationship-between. thantunberEof additional:

'related -res-Ources-a:student elects to use and-his or her achieVement

in-science? .tioW do studentawho have completed-all-levels Of EIS coin-

,pare-With_other science students-in level of scientific literacy -as these

term, are defined-specifically by the developers ()EIS?

The-IS Model: Towards an Adaptive Environment

Lindvall and Cox (1969) have defined a structured curriculum

model, which has been the basis for individualizing instruction from

the Winnetka Plan to IPI, as having the following five elements:

1. Sequences of instructional objectives to define the
curriculum.

2. Instructional-materials to teach each objective.

3. An evituitinit procedure-for-placing each -pupil at the-
,appropriate-point in-the ciirriculum.
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4. A plan for developing individualized programs of
study.

5. A procedure/for evaluating- and monitoring individual
progress. (p. 161)

The= interim report on- the goals anct-sCope of Individualized

Science (Klapfer, Note 5) listed three requisite conditions for incli-
Vidualized:programs with C.Iver se 'goals:

I. Air students need not have the=same learning-ekperi-
ences and a student does not need to work on all units
and -activities.

2. There must be- a common- core -in _which every student
is expected-to achieve mastery.

3. There must be a rich variety Of alternative resources
Which facilitate self- direction and co=evaluation.

Analysis of IS points up three other elements that appear to-be

essential to the flexibility of an individualized - curriculum- model:

1. .A process concept of mastery which accommodates
attitude, process, and achievement expectations to
individual differences.

2. IdentifiCation of the underlying structure of the disci-
pline to establish appr4riate categories _within which
instructional.activities can be developed. This makes
a range of experiences feasible, and challenges are
always-available to the student -(see Apperidix A,
Exhibits 2-and 3, pages 43-45).

3. Explicit attention to providinc self -management oppor-
tunities in the instructional management system.

Adding -the elements identified by the analysis of IS to the struc-

tured curriculum.inodel defined by LindvalLand Cox (1969) restilts-in

a more completerlist of the elements that define an adaptive- environ-
ment:

1. 'Sequences of initructionaLobjectives based on-the
structure of the discipline.
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Instructional-materials which provide:

a. a common-core in which every stuzlent is expected
to achieve mastery.

b. a rich variety of alternative resources, making
feasible individualized programs of study.

3. A management Procedure perrnitting -students to partici-
pate in:

a. selecting appropriate units and activities inwhich
to work.

b. monitoring their own progress and evaluating their
own work.

A-. A process concept -of mastery, accommodating _expec-
tations_for attitude, _skill,, and concept attainment to-

-individual differencei.

Conclusion-

Thiti-paperzhas described how the PIC Model was employed to
analyze Individualized Science. The purpose of the analysii was to
assess the_exterit to which the curriculum Materials atteiid to those
aspeCts of = instruction its developers clairrrit addresses and to
describe-by what procecures they are addressed.

Onithehasis of-a careful examination of the-IS curriculuin
-materials during the- process of constructing:hierarchies and-an
examination of the hierarchies-themselves, these concluitions mire,

drawn: The goals of IS-are supported-in -the quantity and range ofzthe-
inaterialtraffered. -Many-OE:the problems of adaptive instructional
design have been solved and-an adaptive design Model-May be inferred
f rom- the-product. The instructional strategies employed are sup,
-portedzby-research and are appropriately used.

One of the developers suggested th?..:4- "Perhaps what an elemen-
tary school science program really can accomplish is to make the



child's world appear less contradictory to him, so he may feel safe
in it" (Klopfer, 1971b, p. 27). The present analysis indicates that
the Individualized Science program has produced,a variety of instruc-

tional materials and a carefully integrated management which

provides the= necessary curricular elements for accomplishment of

this aim.
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The student describes
hisobservations and
exPeriences-with terms
drawn from his betic
vocebulaTy of tel....if.
Ic words (Content' 1.
810logics1; 2. Physical;
3.-General: &Minor
A02; AI 1. Knowledge
and translation of term.
inelogY:802, Boutin
Bone of observations
using *onion lime fan.
guaile).

CHART 1

Curriculum Analysis of Individualized Science. Overview of the Goals

Terminal
Goat Terminal Goal JV

(includes 4 Subooals)6

The student acquaints
foundation of-scientif-
ic literao, _ _

I

The student undeistands
enTe of the important
concepts, principles and
conceptual schemes of
science (Content 1.
Biological Science. 2.
Physical Science, 3
General; Behaviors
A03.011 Knowledge,
F01-03 Application)

The student understands
Significant ideas related
to social aspects of sci
once (Content 3,020,
behavior) a

The student understands
significant ideas related
to the nature of icien
1111 inquire (Fonterit
3 010, behavior) a

-I

The student-emoys his
science learning experr._
ences in school )H04)Suhgcial 13

s

Sub0h31 4

.Subooal

Sub-goa

Terminal Goal V
(Includes 2-Subgoefs)c

"The in
using the processes of
scientific inqUiry and
is able to cis rY out
innairies.

In investigating natural
phenomena and/or soh,
'no ploblems 01' seente.
the student selects and
uses woropriate PrOCettq
M of scientific inquiry
(Observingandmeasur-
ing; 801-1305; seeing a
problem and seeking
ways to some it, C01-
004; interpreting data
and orrnulating general.
Stations, DO I-006 and
Test ng and revising a
Moo rice( model E01-
E06 .

1

to investigat`ng problems
outside of science, the
student selects andines
appropriate processes of
scientific inquiry. (F03)

1

Given any problem,
-either recognized by
himself or set for him,
the student formulates
a plan of inquiry into
the problem; designs

-Procedures to mole,
men* the plan,carries
out the indicated pro-
cedures. processes data
and observations, and
evaluates the results of
the inqUiryin relation
to its purocriii4CO2.

001; 403CO3, C04:001003
0051.

The studeni displays
positive attitudes toward
his study of science, and
scientific inquiry and an
informed attitude to-
ward the scientific enter-
prise.

The student chooses to
tiursue his own science
activities Of science.
;listed activities outside
of schbol, 111051

The student values science
for its contributions to
man's intellectual giawth
and to society. 1101,
104,105). -

Whin he conducts in
twines or confronts
Problems, the student
adopts the attitudes
which Scientists ideally
display when they are
doing science (Honesty,
OPenrnindednest, sus-
pended judgment, self-
criticism. commitments

-td accuracy), O1031

The student accepts the
PrOcesses of scientific
Inquiry as a vend way
to cOndirct his thinking

0102/

1
t

Chait I continued on - A 6
neat page-
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Cha rt -ic(Cont!dj.

Terminal Goal II

=

-The student Hews the
learning process 84 pd.
manly seltdIftcteci and
telt.initisted.

The student selects and
utilises suitable harm
Mg emironment and/or
instructional Materiels
that will best lead him-
itIWIltd desired know'.
say and/or insight and/

satisfection.-

EvugOeritt

The student specifies and
lonpteryn plan

for his own lamming.

_Subgoel 11.2

Terminal

The student Plays
major role in evaluating
the quality. extent, and
rapidity of his learning.

:The student sits criteria
for the completion or

imagery of a learning
task end he recognises -
whin ha has attained
these criteria:

-Substoal 111.1

s

-Note. The goals are from "Goals and Scope of IPI Science"by L. E Klopfer_ unpublished pap_er,University of Pittsburgh,
-Learning Reseirch and Development Center:1970.

In IS the word "understand" is used as a shorthand expression in stating terminal behaviors and means that the student
has knowledge about and can apply his Icno:Wiedge about an idsa, principle, prOceis, or institution;

'bThis was "positive attitudes'-' in KloOfer's(18761-SOorcabecanie 'Informed" in the commercial versirin.-POsitive seems
appropriate ibi one set of subgoals; informed for another JS they are expressed by,the developers. Els.whire, however, Goal
:V is worded as in the commercial version, "infOrmed."

`The components of the affective inquiry goals include autofschool as well as imschool attitudes and behaviors whiih it
is expectedi but cannot be assumed; would be encouraged and survorted by the curriauluM. These two goals era-therefore,
further broken down into schooelated subgoals in seperateeVerviews on Pages 71 and 78.

4'6

I

The student assesses his
progress one learning
tesk N he proceeds. He

lonely:as difficulties he
encounters, revises his
;approach if necessary,
:and seeks out assistance
-If needed.

iSubaosa 1114 .



CHART 2

Ctirriculurn Analysis'of Individualizad Science: HittsirOhY of Studtnt SolfDireotion Goal,

Terininal
Goal II

-The student 'news the learning process as
primarily solf-diected and self mitated.

-7-Tois'intid:nt Saki* lh. notionsi_
for and Owner.

'Whig In interaction in puniiit
of instructional gimes!

-Laval

I

The student selects and utilinn
suitable instructional nusteriais
to teed him/her to the desired
knowldge,insight,or-
satitfaction.

The student specifies and sot
lows a (relatively, tong term
plan for his/her own learning,

Subgoal 11.1 Subgoal II 2

I-
_ In Consultation with his Warm-
tor. the student is willing to, , t
revise his plans in the light of-
evidence that is appropriate.

1- Given the opportunity to reed through a.
Placement Test, the student decides whether
or not he will attempt the list. If the deci-.
Sion is not to take the test, he or the infornis -
the teacher of thii-decision and includes
learning activities from all the unit topics in

l his Or hir_individuelized learning plan.

_
The Student-Jokes the responsibility ties
nsekine the roweilery sorengertsents,for hold.

-ing Wminar simulation and prepares for his-
-or her part In It,' The student participates

offeciovely.(n the seminar simulehon and _

wries out his or her Ownreeparisibilities as
wminenmember at well ailecilitatimithe

-- participation of othets

Laval I)
For each invitation to explore 11TE) select.
Id for study in an Alternative Pathway unit,

-the student selects the activities he or she
Complete and records his Or her choices

in the Planning Booklet!

The student decides which invitations to
-ca tors (ITEM in an Alternative Pathwili-
unit be or the will reed and records his or
her chokes in the,Planning Booklet.

Upon completion of an individuallited
big plan for r Alternative Pathway unit, the
student discusses the plan with the teacher
and mikes any necessary modifications In the
Plan that resulted from the contemns*.

Upon n eorn-pletion of the Unit OVervieW for
an Alternative Pothwity unit, the student
decides wise Sr not he or she will work In
thst unit an um the reasons for the
decision in a StudantTeacnor Conference.

Given his/her individuilized wiledicted
learning phin,-the student makesiny

inodibcatiom in the plan Olaf diettnit-
ing it with the seedier.

Given an Outline of a unit's activities "Out:4d by topic after obtaining the re.uttlOf -
his/her Placement Tests for,the unit, the student Identifies those topics his/hir
Placement Test results indicate must be studied rind thine topics for which the Places_
Ment_Tini. results indicate a choice -On the bisis'of this 'nevus and hisiher'interest;-
the student develops an Individudirod learning plan for the unit .t!

I --

r --
-t Chart 2 continued on hoot pogo,

1 - 1
I

L
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Cha rt 2,(Contf_d),

Given the list of Miniature Explorations
OrlinExs1 avallible in a unit and having
examined the MinEx which he would
like to do.the student records his
choices in the Planning Booklet.

C

.

.

Level B

Level-A

'objectives tiOtt.'.4 to those
identified by devehipers.

-bttlevelopers otitectrve reworded

Given the list of Readings in Science MIS's)
associated with particular MinExs,
ual lessons or other learning resources in a
unit, the student selects the RIS which he
wants to do next and reads it at the :appro.
Prieto time.

Giveli'aii';outtine of required activities In 1
unit and after obtaining the results of hii
Placement Tint for that unit, the siuttient=
identifies the science concepts he has &reedy

,mestered and the concepts not mastered, and
indicates in hiiManning Booklet or Planning

_'Sheet those required'activities he May cheese
to do- (since he has mastery of'the related
concititl and those he must do (due to non.
memory of the related concept).

Upon his completion of, each day's
ties in science, the studeni writes the date
In the appropriate mums on his Planning
Booklet_ or planning Sheet for Planning
Sleet for eedi activity as a record of
whet he_diclihat day.

Given situation in which he hos no pre.
Scribed aitivity ar.in which: a prescribed
activity cannot be done, the student se.
I ects an appropriate ilternativiktivity
and pots to work in that eitivity.

When given the opportunityjo select a
Student Activity:the student chooses
one Which interests him from among=
thorwavallable and records on the
Planning Booklet or Manning Sheet Me
Code for the activity end the date on
vAnch he does it.

_ =

- _ -
Given a casieti. and a caitiette pleyer-with
heedphimois. the Student-Inserts the itssette-
into the Player, puts on the
*a "a=°*.stoPs the tapi:adpists the

e
voluMe.

turns off Ofsiplr,rer. end xtracts the-
cassette froni the player,

using hie Planiii4 Booklet or Planning
Sheet, the'Student identifiel the aitivi.
ties ha iitOdoind obtains the desig.
nated mate-dais neirded;t:Porisiompleting
the eCtivitY, he returns the Materials io
their coireet storage PIOCCI.

-. -When giVen the oPporiunily-tto Work in
iciince, the student-obtains Ms own
-folder and proceeds to work according to
the inforMation M hii folder,- , -

69
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Level E

Level b

Level .6

Live( B-

:-..Level A

CHART 3

Curriculum of of Student Co aluation Goat

Terminal The student plays a major rota in evaluating
Goal III -thethe quality, attest, , and rap idity of his looming,

The student lately:es his test and evaluates his
_ progreiculectingekiropriate instructional _

-activities to help him learn concepts or skills
- helms not acquired .3

After completing and correcting unit mastery
test and given a list that relates questions on
the test to topics considered in the unit, the
student identifies those topics he or she hes not
learned setisfectorily.

The student discusses his instructional req 're-
mints with his teacher, cooperates In evoke
Lion of his present attainments and future

Upon completion of the analysis of a unit mac
ten/ test, the student uses activities related to
the topics not learned satisfactorily to design a
remedial turning plan and discusses this plan
with the teacher.

As a part of partic potion in an Alternative .

Pathwey unit/the tudent in a StudentTischer
Conference assesses his or her accomplishments
in the unit and suggests ways_ in which his or ,
ha work in the unit might have been improved.

After completing a checkup and obtaining a key
for it, the student compares his completed
checkup with the key, assigns point velure to
correct answers, and calculates his total points
for the checkup.

After correcting checkup he has taken or
- after obtaining the results of a unit mastery

test or activity, the student Identifies thou
topics he has not learned satisfactorily and
Participates with the teacher in making a de.
cision about v.4- ether or not remedial Instruci
don is necessity and, if so, what form of reme.-
d,al instruction he will take.

Ina unit where s mastery test or activity is ,
available, Hie student participates with the
teacher in making a decision s: out when he is
ready to attempt the test or activity.

In a unit with one or more intenilting chikkups
lie., a checkup which ties together the content
of several linSOps, reeding', andith other

the student Partitions' with the teacher
in making a docisian about when he is ready
work on s checkup.

-
'sCibiectives added to those identified by developers.

After completion Meeting/it Test and obtain.
Ing a key for it, the student compares his am

-sworn with the key, assigns point values to
correct answers, and calculates his total points
for the Placement Tint.

:While taking a Placement Test (taken before-
"-beginning study in abnIt), the student'elects-

to answer any question,for which he knows -
the answer or omits any question-for which he

-_does not knoteithe answer. :

The student corrects his work on selected-
booklet pages using key:

_

After completing a self <hack page !identified
by a key around papa number) In a lesson
booklet, the student comperes his answers with
thosehn s model page which Is completed

170
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CHART 4

Curriculum Analysis of Individualized.Science: SutNoals of the-Affective Goat.

Terminal
Goal IV

The student displays positive atti
hides toward his study of science
and scientific inquiry _and an in.

:formed attitude oward the
'scientific enterprise.

0

:When observed in the classroom,
the student demonstrates that he
enjoys his teaming experiences in

,acience,

When questioned about science
and scientists: the student dem-
onstrates that he is deVeloOing
an informed attitude toward
science and scientists.

4.0

4

When questioned about his learn
ing activities in science or being

:observed in the classroom, the
student demonstrates that he is
developing an inforMed attitude:
toward scientif ic, inquiry.

.3
When he is being observed in the
classroom of questioned about
his ideas, the student demon.
strates that he is developing a
commitment to inquiry as a way
of thought.

Subgoal IV.1- Subgoal 11/.2 Subgoal Subgoal
AttitudeiToivard Attitude Toward Attitude Toward= Attitude Toward

- Science Learning
EXperiences

Science & Scientists Scientific Inquiry, Inquiry as a Way
of Thought



CHART 5

Curriculum Analysis of Individualized Silence: Hierarchy of the AffectiveSubgoal IV.1
Attitude Toward Science Learning Experiences

%Wen obeenad In the classroom. the student
demonstrates diet hi enjoys his learning
alseriences,in tante.

Volunarily treks "active ties. con.
=. elders aestlefe.and problems In

IS and regions on Selena or science-a-
informetkin or activities he bee

eneotonlered!'
_ _

Level E;

Tikes pride in the are with Midi he
carries out his *cisme lessons end lietivitsle
fit Mel IS Nevil.'

k

Subeal 111.1

Dioplaye alltnfactiOn in Completing lehtnCe
lemons end finds pleasure in carrying out
ationet investirptiong in IS.'

"-Volumettly ream to the teethes or other
students calamine alma or scIence.
rSI100 activitio he his seen a done.

- - -

Voluntarily coraden Citations lid pea
Morns In -some things to think about"' .

mans of Lava E Min Ex's.

Volunterily works on adcations4
ecthitia Wadi as MinEes.SM;RISo.

"1111Pg.roidlete 'ea books) or Chasm
in vark-on an alternedive unit.

112-

11.2

Takes Price In doing Careful woik on his
science lemons and salvias:

_ - -

FliEd, pleasure in 'Navin out Pall
peons. as ripreanted by the "Suepetions.
for other Expliirations" Saslow of Lase
Saab% end laudations in ITEs.

3.3

Exhibits personal setisiscpai sawn he
candela his silence lawns,

fiessura in carving out smell Investo
aeons is raresentad by Level 0 MmExs.

"- =Weal 0
-*ski' ;aka lit doing careful !Mak on his Ealbits ppoânoi ietisfactIon wain he
ailence lawns and sathitlii. = E console-as his science laws.

." _ _,

10tert S continued on moat po011
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Chatt=5-(Co!it'd),

Lad 0

_ _Wooer! Iv wows is Ihs swwooir or otter-
. _swilossi sosissolos Wows or whirws-

missed salvias he hit seen or doss.
12

Volumed's, Wiroltsii rstasoksts and parr
= two to "Nowa Winos se Wink Awe

sootioso et Ural 0 blislis.

Volontsrily_varbt iii sisitionsi e'ctIvs
sissi4siss bosh as Mintot. SAi,
$ldfiltSicSSSbiSkI)oI

IijatelIng VD visit Oa on aitorrathoimit.

ION MIKAN or.t0
_IOW Molina VICOOMMIO itiorwe or

a isionsowtoesd lotswetion, two ha reed
sihowsl shoot owl tossiist sr scissor
NNW activities ho tos ass or dors.

_

I
Volvnisity salts acidities* oisetint
activities Suet OS Min Ems, SAL El Ilko.
nisi, SIX* or wooing IgiOne. toots.

Love

Toles priers in *tot csrstoi work on his
Wows boons and wrist So:

Um pissours Wn sign
insioSPtioss sosioossiod by last C
MinEss.

Exhaleandwal essisfsetion When ho
conosisse his Wows boom

12

11.2

-Vslussriiy osSs Sacimo octivitio
strums Lomb is Les. and MIAs or
molt Wend books.

Livol Se-

- _

Tainviorkis In dins corohol work in his
WIMP! MOON and WWI's.

A

Exhibits sirowel witsbetion when he
conoksst his seisms Now.

Volusistily soaks Woof.. actIvIelm 0As
and SIIAsi to work on.

12

!obis'iuss stow to thong idwiihod by daviliocon.

73
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CHART 6

Curriculum Analysis of Indieidualiapd Scence: Hierarchy of the Affective Subooal
Attitude toward Science. and Scientilli

OlhenChelthOhed thOkit lad 1600
tit tt, the student dlltholOttetet flues he is
des* eying informed attitudes toward
science and ItiehtittS.

Subsoil 11l..2

Level E

3.11 'Me student it 11/Mt vat to thelmportency
,-; of the shady of oldie nilirral world et Me
, Wisner, activity -in xience

3.11

3.11

The stueeiit sicced the learning of %lei
Inc. at bene+cist to hiermelt.

A.3

A2

3.4
The student is elect to differences adr.
entitti inchyidualtOnd wilt they;

A.3

The student scoots that the primate-
aitivitr in science I$ the study of Ole
mortal world,

Leal

A2
3.3 The student is aware hat Mere b eninren

= dependence of science technology and
society.

3.4

.1

The student its alert to thifeleht111th
tine so Indlyithalt and In Whet they Stu 5'.-

3.11
The student is increetiawy 'ewe that the

- imienery &Witty in %lend Is Merl' of the
= Maw& world.

Level C

3.11

Al

3.3
The student h cony_ n of some Inter
reletiorehiosbetweenscionce end
society.

3 L
study, increasingly aware thin

entisd differ Merecterfedoe
I- end in wilt they Oudy.

A-1,

The student it inirsolngly swan that the.
primary actimg in science it study of the
natural world;

Level a
1

3.4
The student Is eosin.* sown tAinick,

-Ithtittt duf indsdekial characedisties _

and in whet they Ins*.
-

3.11
The student recognizes that the Pf kherY
activity of signal is the study of du,

- seturer *Odd.

I -Low( A
A.1

74=

3
-The student drudays evearenese of tome
thflerneffri wont scientists N Indi.4.14-
stx1ln what thwy Rudy.

A.I



4.1

CHART 7

Curriculum Analysis of Individualized Science: Hierarchy of the Affective Subgoal IV3
Attitude Toward Scientific Inquiry

When questioned about
his learning activities in
science or being
observed in the due .
room. the student dents.
°nitrates that helshe it
daveoding an informed
attitude toward
scientificinquiry._ _

bgoel 1V.3

4.1
Ma is
of obseivetions and del
obtained rn eadviment
when askedtrido so.

Canoga *nth wove
dons to make weft.'
observations when he n
w_ orking in science.

81

'1 Rae-Uses that one func.
lion of scientific thee.
et is to lap eh observe;__

sions.
_ . _ Al

.oval E

RI

43 _

Comptias with suoistiohs
to make Careful minute.
silents when he/she is
working in science.

1i alert to the function
of obieVationeend deli
obtained in an 'sped.

- melt as a tint of tha
hYPothisis which in.
porde/id theTexperi
melt,

L 3 -

It intreningly alert io
the accuracy of words
and numbers
truss ter describing ob-
senstiens when he
ii working in science.

81

4.2
4.2 - -, -

Retlizes that tchuuths
Ricogniiis that knowledge is rnarittade !
scientific knowledge is= and that ten Idea which-
cumulative. make up scientific knova, _

(Al edge are alweis subject
to !vision.

I. t-
I l

I Chatil continued ori
neat page.. ----
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Chart 7 (Cont'd),

4.1

Is sensitive to 04 'moor.
tame of rruileng careful
observations When heiShe
is WO, king in faience:

Level 0

4.1

4.1

A3

4,1

Fissio's the gone func.
lion of *scientific theo-
ry is to earriern °beery+

Looki for interprets.
tions of hosther cuter-
visions end of data
obtained rn experiments A3

Is rert to'the accuracy 4,1

of words end numberi-
12e/she uses for describin

obsilivatiOns when
workin4 in serene.. A3

Al

-1
Accepts that the °bury*,
Boni and data obtained
in en experiMenI serve
ea a test of the hypoth
esis which engendered
the experiment 2

Is sensitive t* the im-
Patinae or making
ireful risenurecnents
when herehe

sctence. A3

4.2
4-fl Realizes that scientific:-

knowledge is nien=enade
P,:cogn 'it's that scoeretol- and that the echos
.c knowledge is curnirla _ which mike up scion.
live. -ease knowledge re

,

A- trwelyS Subject to
revision. _ =

4,1

Is ...ding to make cire
obeer";etions

he isivor king on science;

Level C

Livel

4.1

A2

Is willing to make inter.
peetatoons o his anat.
**lions and of darts
taMedin experiments.

Is Increasingly sensitive
about using accurate
Words and nurnber i for
describing obierwitions
when working in science

A2

4

A2

Realizeethai the observe.
lions and data obtained'
in in experiment servo
as it of the Almon.
Hit wnichengendered,
tha experiment,

Is wiling to make cite-
fur measurements when
waking in silence

41 Is conscious of the tact
That experimental work
in science is often
lengthy. tedious and
arduous.

4.1
Is conscious of ti4 im.
Portanee of slaking
cerefulobservitions

working on science.

Al

Divelops'soMe fensitiv,
ity to using accurate
words and numbers des-
cribing obseiVstiOns
when working in science.

1 _ Al

Recognizes that an
IMPortant ie. mike care-
ful ineaiurements when
working -in science.

4A -

FteCOriteS that it is 1M.
portent to make oburcer_
tit ins when working In
science.

,LivilA
AI

4.
Roiliest that measure-
ment provides i way of
describing observations
With greater exactness
than words.

76
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4.3

Curriculum Analysis of Individuafized Science: Hierarchy of the Affective Subgoal 1V4,
AttitudezToward Inquiry as a Way of Thought

-

When he is being obseried in the
classroom or questioned about
his ideas, the student demonstrates

-that he is developinsla commitment
'to inquiry.

Subgoal

4.3

The student Inc.:a-for questions to
ask as a means of initiating inquiry.

v Level E

4.3

The student is sensitiveito the
importance of making decisions
about the means of answering
posed qUestioni in order for
inquiry to proceid.

A

4.31

The:Student is.aleri to finding an
alternative proCeribre tpr invest'.
gating a problem in science as a
posible contribution to the pro

_

cress of inquiry.

4.31

3

The student looks for ways of
extrapolating froin his exper-
iences in investigating one prob-
lem in science to planning an
inquiry into a similar ;jet differ- -
en: problem.

The Student is disposed to ask a
question as a way of initiating
inquiry.

Leiel D' -

4.3

4.3

A2

Therstudent is willing to decide
upon some means for answering
posed qUestions in Order-for
inquiry to proceed.- -

4.31

A2

The :hide s inclined to pro
poi° anlelteina rocedure

-for investigating a problem in
science as a poisible cOntribi

ition to-the progreis of inquiry.
A2

4.31
The student is conscious of:the
possibility of extrapolating
from his experiences in invesii-

.gating one porblem in'scierice
to planning an inquiry intoia
similar kind of problem.

The student realizes that asking
a question is a way of initiating
inquiry

Level C

4.3

Al

The student tea izes that some
means of answe ing questions
must be decided upon for in-
gar/ to proceed.

1;31

Al

'The-student recognizes that
proposing an alternative pro
cedure for investigating a prob-
lem in,science may_contribute
to the piog-reis Of inquiry.

-A1



CHART 9

Curriculum Analysis of Inclividualiiki Science. SO:gloat; of the Inquiry Goal

The ,student is skillful-RI us ng=
the prOaestts
quiry and is able:to'carry_ out
inquitiee.

Terinina
Goal V

-When:working on science lessons:
OvactiVities (foe Leveli D and E),
the student uses appropriate'
pr6c*es of 4cientific-inquiry.

V=1
r-Peocesses of
Scientific,

The student demonstrates that
he is progiessing In developing

'his ability to carry -out zinquiries.,

SubijOal-i-/;2=
Abilityzto
Carty_Out
Inquiries



CHART 10

=Curriculum Analysis of Individualized Science: Hierarchy of the Inquiry Subcoal V-1
- 'Is. of -Antircoriale-Procesies'af SCientifielnotsisi'

When working on science lessons or
activities liOr Levels 0 and El, the
student U$111 aPPrOpriste Prosesses
of scientific inquiry

t

Interpret; Observed changes in, =
photo sensitive Paper as beings

--Produced by light energy,
Joi.itateneigyil

Level -E

003

Uses observations of the vibra.
tions of a clamped backsaw

` -blade to recognize ths relation
Of sound energy to kinetic
energy. Joule

Recognizes the energy con.
versions that take place when

-At'steemitiiopelled pinwheel
_ systemic rn operation: Joule

= -D03- 003

Measures the amount Of'
electric current produced by I
pile containing varying
numbers of pennyvaper zinc
crises. Joule

- 003

Records-obeirvet ons on the
= efficis-of plucking Varying

iiiigthe of a clamped hack.
-_Saw blade. Joule

Observes changes in photo
sensitive or COIO/e0 paper '
when it exposed to light.

Joule
- - _

"-= 002

Calculates thchearenergicadd
:edlo a glyen mass of_Watar
heated by an electric_ current
Of_by burning fuel. ;cute=

Do

-Meesuris temperattire change
of a sample of water heated

-by a yklyorns wire in which
an electric currant is

=

flowing.
_

=JouleJoule

Observes the effect On paper
clips of an electromagnet
when electric current is and
is not flowing in it.

Joule

Slot

E03-

=Explains observations of
diffusion-in terms of the
movement of molecules.

-Beaumont idloattion)

Carries out tests for the
nu Plants: starch, sugar, fat,
protein. min eials,_Vit.C, end

Wet10. Vett InutrIthint

f Describes observations of an
investigation of a simple

isuger diffusing through a semi.
permiable membrane.

Beitumont
802,

Observes the fedi, of
different tastes at various

-sties on the tongue.
Beaumont

801

Chats-10 cominJed on next page.

'Uses a calorimeter to deter-
-mine the heat energy of a
-food, volt

Reads information shown on
a nutrition chart. Volt

Observes th, diffusion o'
ammonia gas. Beaumont

-001

002

003



Chart =I 0 (Cont'd)

-Level:0

= Muni:Kati otiservatiens
iexpirimenti to determine
which pat In the air is nec
°scary-for animals if:they
me to stay alive,

Haidono ibriothindi

003_

Observe sihat the gases an-
animal breathes out is differ.

-ant from.the air breathed in.
Hold-one

slot

Observes-that animals Peed
akin oideisto"stay alive,

'femme
_ -

sot

"Uses the kinetic.mpleculer
-,thoory to explain the
properties of the three physical
states of waste.. D

- Meson (atoms and molecules)

Uses the kineticlisolecular
theory to explain the tublir.
Motion of naphtalent."

Dalian

E03 E03

-Formulates the generalization
that molecules are small Pieces
of matter too little to be seen.

e 'Dalton

= Interprets observatlo is of
-Watereugar-solutionshy
stating that molecUles of sugar,
although too small to be seen,

have the qualities (e.g.,
'sweetness) of sugar. Oelton _

003

60
Chart to Continued on next page.

O

tformutates the generalization
that a Candle is a fuel and that

-fuels ilincti6n in the same way
as a candle needs-oZypen,
Produces water, carbon dioxide,
andebeigy Uvalde, Iburninot

--
Formulates the generalization
that oxygen is necessary for a- 1
fuel Pi h..irn, Levoliet

006

Interprets the events observed
when a candle burns Ina
closed system. Leyoisier

003
_

Measures length of time a candle'
burn's in dif ferentelied closed
containers. L-11V0i3111,-,



,Chart1,6-(Cotitid)

Level D

Observes that sugar is still pies- =
*It, although invisible, in -

wetiir3suoar-solution. -outiin

BO

Observes that Water eviporititil
more quickly when heated._

:Oeiton,

Levelic

Bot

Observes di( fusion of a colored
sta.:aria in water. eatton

001

-

Deleribes what happens to
burnitio-caridia in actOrted-
system, Cavoliter

Observes that Water, carbon
dioxide and energy ate
relettied when a candle burni.

Lavoitlar

B01

Observes the parts of a candle.

lehen=workIng on scienceInions or.
s rtivities (for Lever C), the student uses=

.i-pproprlate process., of science Inquiry,

Interprets-Va icetills of an
interaction of a chemical Sub,
stance with in Indicator to
determine whether the
substance is acidic-or basic,

Black (chandeal_iyatims)

-003

Describes the in eracttotit on
an acid or a bid* with an
inducator. Shwa 1

802

z0tisetvet fevectibilitY of
particular chemical interactions.

Interprets-observed ciPerimeni
tat results as evidence that ari
interaction he+ Occurred In:-
chemical system

Black

003

- Interprets observed changes in
a system is interactions of its-

, subsystems.
-Vesallus (sistsms) and Glick

-Describes mini &stations birch
as champ In color, iimPusture
Or for-matron o a prEciPititel-

-which elves evidence that en
1M-erection has occurred In
chemical system. !Slick

003

Measures changes in temper
atelre to ditormini If an

-interaction hirti occurred Ina.
chemical system.

Black-

003
_

Describes a system by consici-
4ring all its subsystems,

Vesanus and Slack.

=Observes interactions in
-systeMs. Vuellus and Black

Chart 10 continued on met page.
801
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Chart -101Ctiiit!d)-

N

Level B-

Measures thelongthof an -
object, using the metric iyitent
units of meter centimeter,
and_ millimeter.
Lagrange (Mettle riviuritmen 0

803

,---

Measures the temperattire of
an object srsing-degrees=
Celsius. Leering.

303

Measures the miss of an object
using thi metric units of
kilogram and gram. Lagrange

- - - - -
03

Messures the volume of an
object using the metric system
units of liter and milliliter.

Laving.

Records .1moms-en:anti of length. mass,
'volume. and temperatuns using MS.
-WMOriels not-anon. Lagrange

802

Men working on sCience.lessOM..x
ties (for Level 01, the student uses
Propii.ti proceSies of scientific inquiry,

Uses kinetlemohieUlir ihoory,to explain
theoroPerties of shag* and comptessibd.
ity unique to solids or liquids or gates,

_tade tohvfacia sumo
E03

Describes the physical properties com-
mon to all matter and uniqiie to solids
or liquids or poser. Cud.

Observes the physical proper ties common
to all matter and unique to solids or
liquids or gases, Curie

cot

ForniUlatts the go rielliafier:baiiid on
ticiOkes Law, that springs ind other
tic bodies extend Proportionally to the
force exerted on therm. 'Hooks (foices)_

Extrapolates beydrid actual observations,
endinterpolates between Obseriations on
a length vs. f orce bar graph for=e spring
Which obeys Hooker' Law. Hooks.

_

Chart 10 continued on next pay,

Extrapolates beyond actual
observations and interpolates
between observitions on a liar
graph depiction growth of a
plant. Burbank (candying)

_1= oos

e-.

003



Chart =1 0_(Coned)

Level

Co-/ lel

Leve1A-

Interprets a length vi. force bar graph for
a spring which obeys Ho Oltes':Layk-

Hooke:

003

_Recoitfi the length of_ a spring as a lune. _

tion of the forciapplied_to the spring._ Hooke_ _
_

Measures the change in the length,of a
toting when forces of variourmagnitUdes:
sr, spoiled to the 'Siring,

1303

Describes the chant* that occur when
-a fora is applied to-a-stein-Or balance.

Hooke
802

Observes the changes that occur _when a
force is applied to a spring or a balance.

801

Interprets a bar graph depicting
the change iNiength of a green
plant over lima.

urlienk (clingy Ina/
j --

Records the length of a green=
Plant as a function of time.

, *Burbank

-003

-Measures-the chdnoisIn length
of a green plant over time.

Burbank

803

-Discribesthe gross structure of
a greenen :Burbank

802-

Obsiries the grins structure
of s green plant; Burbank

801

s Sorb animals on the-
'iTasis of mode of re'
productioh.r13 drbenk

=Sorts ()knit on basis =_

of ecological niche.
-Burbank

801. --- 801

ISorti Objeits Ina three.,
'Roos clusificition by
Milking dla
iets: isaturai/rnari nuid*,

i Iiiing/non.thents, plants/
Burbank,

The itudeot uses appropriate PrOctrisei
of scteittlf IP inouliy for Level A activities.

-Orders objects Orrth beets of
a selected Property o cherac

= Galileo (observation)
803

Describes his observations-using
edpropriati language.

Gehlito

acn

Moesurei e'tirrle interval.
Michalsoninieesuring)

Meisureilsngth-,voltime or
temperature of en objet.

Michelson

Records observes ons and
measurements.

Michelson

Chart 10 continued on next Me. 802
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Ch-art-'10 -(Coht!d)

Level-A-

SOOa objects Into eels on the
-basil of Waited properly or
characteristic -0.111.o

80

in object's color,

taste; scipreil.-megneteprOPeriV
- and density. -Gellieb

oOt _ _ _

Orders objects on the basis of
a selected property or
characteristic.

Simpson (toning)
803

observationsDescribe,'
using aptiropriaii languape.

Simpson

I - -802

Sorts objects into sets on the
basis of a selected property
Or charecteristic. 'Simpien

I 801

Observes an obtec1 s color.
shape, relative size, odor
Zest., sound, magnetic
property,and density,simpson`

ti 6 a



CHART 1

Curriculum Analysis of Individualized Science' Hierarchy of the Subgoal V-2-
Developing Ability to Carry Out Inquiries:

The student demonstrates that he is pro.
westing In developing his ability to carry
out-inquiries.

_ -

Thistudent asks appropriate questions!'

CO1

=TIC. student Doses problem. Mbich Can
Solved with peen procedures and/ or
'fiat-whiff and ProPotes mlithOds for their-

The student Ora-Poses procedures for in.
Lestifiting

Poses a probleni or a Question.that has not,
been presented to him-and that can be
investigated using , specifiC Sit of materials= .
of the typo used loth* MinExciLs and

.1TEs of the Lmel E units,

-F01-

_Ektrapolatet frOm his i-Misitienciti in invests.
91)0110 eaPeeifie PrOtaem to work on a-
sh.-pir yet dtffaiiit ptoblorn preisnad in
="Suggsetii.i s for other ExPloaltiona-
SeCt1041 ale MinEx of the Level E units.

Thi student asks a Ouastion that 0as oc
curled to him as a result of relating
WerfeAca in one (Level D) learning activity
(IL; Min Ex. RIS. SAlysith his evade:xis

-In one or mare other :semi-fig activities.

The stujent OCli a problem Of question
that has not been presented to him and

-that Can be inviallgeted using a specific jet:
of material of the type used In the Min Exs
and I U of the LAwOisier; Dalton and

-Haldane units.

,F0

The student extrip-olates from his eibel. t
anon in Investigating a speCifk prOblem to

-wealthy on a similar kind of problem pre
anted in the "Things to Think About"

_section of -a MinEx of the Lavoisier, Dalton
or Radon units.

['the student proposes and uses method of =
:his own choosing to investigate particular
Problem Posed in a Min Ex of the Lavoisia
ea .14Idene units. .

The student describes :possible-method Or
italiiof procedure; for finding an answer
to a Questibri which has occurred to him.

zr ----_--'---- ------ 7 7. '...--.71-: :. '' 7 " '.. ---I

L ---
a5

----tniiiiIrcOnifiitied on nett page
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-Chart 11 (Cont'd)

Level

- -
The student asks a quelhOn that has oc-
curred to hiin as s result of reilatihg his ex-

, periences in one !Level C) learning activity
-Heston, MinEx,. Ftl$, or SA) to hit
_ericer in one or more learning-activities.

The student describes a problem and a-
Poksible method for iti solution by making:
measurements of length, volume. mass or
temperature. The student designs a novel

_Pioceddre for ',cording a simple set of
-data.

aObjective added to that identified by developers.

86

CO4 Thestrdent Proposes an altonativ, method
of investigating a specific problem of the
WI* Presented in the MinExs.

The student Pelee, problem ox question
that has not been presented to him and thirt-
een be investigated using a specified set of
Materials of_the type used in EM MinEx and

lessons of C units.
_ _ ;



'CHART 2,

Curriculum b

-The student acquires a foundation of -_

Terminal =scientific literacy.Goal I

...,
The student desc ibes observations
with terms drawn from his basic

=vocabulary of scientific words.
= _

Subgoit 1

The student understands Some of the
imponant concepts, principles and
conceptual schemes of scien6e;

The student_understands significant
ideas related to social aspects of
science

The student unde stands significant
ideas related to scientific inguiry.

Subgail 1.2 Subgoal 1.3= Subgoal 1.4

67



!Level E

CHART 13

Curriculum Analysis of Individualized Science: Illustrative Hierarchy of Scientific Terminology Subgoal 1.1=
Measurement Terminology

1

'The Student hates_ that the only certain
way to determine which one of is_pair of

t. individuals has tha greater calorie require.
Merit Ti by measurement.

Volt (nutrition) :

Given questions on amounts of
;nutrients in foods-and a

lied nutrition chart, the student
-uses appropriate units of measure
in his responses. Volt

stud ent describes his obserVaiieini
f_ind experiences using appropriate-
=- units of measure.

Givencinestions on amounts of-
nutrients for a person cosi
given mass, the student responds_
-using appropriate units of
Messing, Volt

The student identifies the food
:calorie as the standard unit

used to measure the energy
content of food.-end indicates
that a food calorie is the same
as a kolocalor4, Volt

The student defines the Ree0n1
-minded OailiAllonerice of e

-nutrient as that amount of the
- nutrient needed each day to
,__keep the body healthy, -Volt

, student uses appropriate wilts of
measurement for temperature, heat
energy, mass, force and work.

JOul (energy)

The student distinguishes betWeinthe con,
cent of temperature and the concept of heat
energy and states-that temperature is mee
hood in degrees Celsius and that heat energy
is measured in kilocalories. Joule

Givin description (written
and illustrated) of a tern011ie
tufo change in a beaker of
water; the student callulates
the change in temperature in
degrees Celsius. J0510

Givers a description (written
and illustrated) of a situation
where several energy converting
systems have different amounts
of fuel, the student identifies
the system whi h can release'
the greatest amount of energy
and orders the ystems accord,

-ing to their capability foe re.
-leasing energy. Joule

L

Given a description (written and
illustrated) of two water samples
Of unequal mass in which ths.e
are equal increases in tempera
turf the student identifies the
sample to which more heat was
idded.-Given a description of t.vo
water_samples of equal mass In
which there are unequal in.

creases in temperature, the
student identifies the sample to
which more heat energy was

Joule

Given data oa a sample of
water of mass m (inkflograms)
at temperature t and told that
heat energy is added until the
temperature is at t2, the
student determines the quart,
tity of beet energy_(in kilo.
Calories) added to the sample.

Joule
I

L
[

,-.
Given a description (Written
and illustratedlof a situation
4ere two or more ()Wefts of
equal mass are lifted unequal
cfistances,ihe student selects

I. 7. the object on which more work .
viss s done._ .

Joule

_

Given a description (written and=
illustrated) cif the heights of
several objects of equal or

',different masses, the student
- selects the Objects that can do
the mat, the lealt Of equal work
when dropped and/or the

:objects which have the most, the
feast or equal gravitational
energy.

Given a description (written =

and Piustrited)-of a situation ;
where two Of more objects Of
unequal inns are Ill terrequal
distances, the student selects
the object on which more -
work was done. Joule-

_
_

_

-Chart 13continuied-on neat ma. 1-



Chart 13,(Contid)-

Level U

-Levet C

Given the information that two or more samples of
equal volumes of air were.collected at different
attitudes, the student-identifies the sample Mai has
the greatest miss and/or the sample that his the
least mast. Haloineihrektilno)

Given sequential bar graphs which show changes
over time in the volumes of two Or more gases, the
student intetotett the inforMation shown on the

Haldane

-The student indicates the relative quantities of
,nitrOgen, oxygen end carbon dioxide in the air and
that they are present in the same proportions In
any,sample of air recordist of where it is Collected.

Heltlane

I
Given the chemical symbol of a molecule.
the student tells how many atoms and how_
many atoms of each *fomenter* contained
in the_molechia;

Dalton (aeem: and molecules),
Theitudept Identifies an

-element is a subitencellial-
chnthirishnly one kind Of

_atom:

The studeM Iden flies 11;
compound as a substance that
contains two or more different

_kinds of atoms._ 'Dalton

_

Given a phenomenon that can be
explained by the concept that matter is
mid, up of very 'tiny-Particles called
molecules that are too small to be seen
even with a mictoscopeAh* student Uses
this concept to explain the phenomenon.

-Dalton

-Given Jars filled with air and containing
candles the student estimates which Jar

onteinsrnore oxygen when-one candle
is l'ghted and the other is not;

Lave-mar Mumlital

In working through his or her learning
experiences in science. he student sites
correct chemical Symbols and raises
equatiOniwhich describe interactions
appropriately. He/she mixes accurate-

'amounts of chemicals -at theceinpera.
' tide in degrees Celsius indicated in the

directions, demonstrating appropriate
understanding of measurement term-
inology.l? Black (chemical system)

:

Chart 13 continued on next page.

L_
The student measures Me ii!Ith of time

eendliburns in dill ferentiited closed.
systems. Liwohler,

_ _



-Lein)) C

Chari'13:qcdhedy

-=I

: :en an unoideled sat of chemical word
ecluitioni describing various interoctions

-of Black's limestone CYcle,-the student
-identifies in equation that describes the.
;Preparation of-quicklinut or the formations
of linitstone::

Mack.

Given a list of common names of three
or more chemical substances with their-

. corresponding chemicel names and'
Molecular form ults.and giVen a,:deseriP.

-tion in interaction Irivolying these
chemical siibita'sces, the Student Writes a
chemical oxidation for the interaction
thing the names or-rmolecular

-"forinulas. Blck-

TIrStorrient measures a subsystem
,(esdphagui) of his body=syltorns and
resPonds to question_ abouompatetiv.s

-size and capacities of O
t c

other subsystemi-
(intestines ,stomach) using appropriate

'scientific terminolooy.fOi:metrurement,

The student describes his ob,sonvationl!and
nv-ssurements of length; mass, volume and
temperature in appropriate metric measurement
terminology and records Ins measurements using
the appropriate notation,_

(metric measurement)
I

Given lists of metric-units, thestudent identifies
units of length, mass, avolume r temperature.

Lapranp.

The student measures linear,
dimensions and records them
using the appropriate metric
measurement terminology and .
notation.° . Lagrange

The-student riemonsirates ihat
mass of an object Abe gravii
unions] forCe of attraction box
twesn the object and the earth
are directly related and that dif
ferent substance can occupy
en-ual voluMe0- Leirentie'

The student measures and
records temperature in degrees
Celsius, Lagrange

The student identifiefcorn:
Oarettve relatiOnships between
different metric measures
of volume,' Lagrange,:

11

13 -continuer! on'heet Pegs!
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Chart 13-(Contfp

Si,ing meter stick, the student
_-measures city specified Omen.

St On to the nearest-Centimeter
_and recordi his answer using
the units for meters and
centimeters (cm)

Lagrange

Gonna plane figura all of
whose dimensioni are less than
_15 tentitneters.-the studen1
=_iniasures any specified dinien-
-non to the nearest centimeter
and records his answer using
the unit centimeter k Lagrange

+.0

Level B

Using a meter stick, the student
-me. asures any specified dimen
-non to the nearest.meter and
- records his answer_using the
unit meter. Lagrange

_Gwen a Mane figura all Of
Whose dimensions are less than

-15 centimett rs, the student
measures any specified dimen
non to the nearest millimeter
and records his answer using thet
unit millinfeter (mm) toenail°.

_J

Given containers of various
sires whose volume does not
exceed 30 milaliters, and
milliliter cubes and discs, the
student measures the voluthe
of the eontathe. 41 records
his answer using unit
Millihter1m1). Lagrange

Given an object whose mass is
-between 1 and 800 grams NI and
_Whose (MSS can be determined
by using no those than 3 sten
dard masses from the set (11).
2g, 2g,'5g.,10g; 10g. 20g. 50g,
1009, 200g, 500g), the student
uses a balance to-determine the
obieCt's mass and records his
winker using the unit gram (g).

Lagrange_

The Student identifies the
freezing and belling points of
-water on the Celsius scale.

Lagrange

Given a gradua ')ed cylinder
marked in millimeters and any
specified container filled with
water;the`student deter-Mines
the volume to the nearest
milliliter of that container by

-Pouring the water into the
graduated cylinder and records
his answer using the unit
milliliter (m1). Lagrange _

_The student uses a thermometer
with a Celsius scale to Measure-
the temperature of a given
substance_to the nearest deglee.
and records his answer using the
unit degrees Celsius I.CL Lagrange

The student describes and cornea! he
Phislialpreperiies of matter in the solid, liquid
and gaseous states .b turfe(physicel states)

The student states thannhen sugar is dissolved In
water theie is no change in total mass but there is

change in total volume. Curl.

Glut student tiles an equal arm balance to showshat
all 'hiee states of _matter (solid, liquid, gas) have

Curia

Chart 13 continued on neat page.

The student describes his measurements
of mass and force using the terms "mass-

.unit" and "force unit "Hooke (forces)

I

I
I
I 1



Chart 13F-i(Ctmt!d),

sO,

level 6

The student measures end 4
records data which he uses So
construCi a bar graph. The_

- student answers questions
"quiring analysis of bar graph.

Burp anti

The student uses his knowledge
61 force relationships to deter.
mine the relative force needed
to7balancsr the force on the
opposite ond of an unequal
arm balance. Hooke

The student uses a seesaw to
comOare the forces exerted by
two objects.. Hook.

-Chart 13 continued on next pogo;

The student triesin-equal arm
balance to determine the mass
of an object in "mass unite' -
(arerbitrary standard with a-
miss of .80 c'd records his
measurement rrithiding the
unit "mass Unit." -lticiek.e__

The student uses an 66..111 arm =
balance to compare th e masses,
of tWOobjects. 'Hook.

I

Tho student states, in his-own words,
Hcioke's Law. Hooke

1

The 'student makes ;bar graph showing
the functional relationiplp between length-

, of a intim} ankl amount of force exerted
on It, fills in missing observation of at
lease four obsenraitons of variation In
length of a spring under varying amounts
of stress and identifier' a bar 'graph that
illuittites,Hooke7s-Law,h,

The stu- dent uses a iOring*Seate to Jerer
Mine the7fitrie'eXerted by an object to .
the nearest force unit ounces, 1%)
and records his answer using the
"forCesinit." Hooka,

The student states that forces have "-
different magnitudes, tire_stirec.-
iron& and act in pairs; tilatlorees-.
cintios be teen but may be felt;
and that an object at rest does not
start to move when two forces of
equal magnitude are exioed on
it in opposite directions."

Hook

4.



Chart _l 3 ,-(CiOtitf d )1

,

The Student responds to
:_ctueitions whiCh reqiiire him
to interpret:the measuremenu

;on his bar graph.
eurbank (clasilfyIng)

'The ituClent measures the
-__growth of a been seedling over
:-time and records his Moisture..
- inents in the form of ibar-

_graph. Burbank.

-The Strident indicates the
-direCtion in which an object at-
rest will start to move when
two unequal forcereril-Exerted
on it at an angle of 180. Hook

The student dravtlarrows to
indicate tha relative sites
(magnitudes) and directions-
of specified forces. Henske

-The student deicrobet his observations and
experiences in Level A'iningapprObriateCOmparetive

.adtectiwn and units ot measure falls-60i, volume
and temperatbre..

-The student states that time
can be mourned by recurring
events or how long It takes
from the time something- ,

begins until ft stops. Michelson

The st,-.:ionS toes a mechanical
timer -to compere the duration
of an event with the time

interval by_the timer.
.6-Michelson --

Thestridentsiatii-thetiwerds
_such is_"longesr and_

"shotteit'.'are poi adequate to =

describe an object's length and-
standard units of misesurement.
(length) era useful and/or
iwaitiarydnd orphans why In
each cot Michelson

The student states that en Inch
°crone ruler ii equal to an ipch

-on.any other,levice for -
measuring length. at fenraton

-The student makes and records
tornoivatura iniatura;.

111111C111 of a system in which the
*,temperature is changing.
_ Michelson

-

Tie student states that the
volume of a container will be
the same no matter what sub
stance is used to measure the
volume. Michelson

The student states that the
volume of a-container is e-
rrtoasbre of how much the
container holds, Michetion

The student determines the`
,volume of econisiner (12

The Strident determines with an
accuracy of 11, inch the linear
dimension of an object or

:picture using abrimsry ruler
_Celobritad in-inches andrecords
his antwer including Me-
meaerning unit. Michelson

The student determines (with an
`accuracy of ±10 degrees Eabran
'halt) and recordithe tornoerature
of a specified substance or place
using a Fahrenheit thermometer,

Michelson

,ounces or lest) using en eibi
trary unit of volume and
records his answer using the
measuring unit ounce. Mic nation

I

=Given two containers of
Afferent VoluMei, the student
identifies the container of

- greater volume or the container
_ of terser volunie. Michelson`The student states: An object's length is longer

than its width. Simpson (oaring)

Chart 13 continued on next Ps9e,



=Chart =1--3iftont!dr-

LevelA-

Given four objects Of the same shape, differing in ss

Width and le Kitts,- the student describes the wideit
and narrowest using the terms - "widest" and
"isarioweit'.% iisicribei the lOngist in d shOrteit using

"tge teirrts'Iongese!-ard "'hostess" and 01i/eft
-itli 061k-ea-by length-end width, b Sirspzen

Given fosrrObjec is of thisarrie shape_ differing in
heighten if width; the studept describes the tallest and
stir:most-Object+ using thetiniiiZallest" and
"shortest" and orders bYheight."- Simpson

=Given three different sited objects of the same shape
and of either the same color-or different colors, the
student describes the objects using the terms "largest,'_
"smallest" and "medium-sized" and orders by Sizes!'

, Simpson

_ _ _

Sorting on shape, color and identifying color and.
Prerequisites; . shape as basis of sorest,

*objective added to developers' objectives
lo

. developers' _objective reworded or two or more:combuied

l Simpson

Nf

,



-Level E

.:Ciirriculum Analysis of Individualized SCience:_,1llustrative Hierarchy of Science Concepts Subgoal-1.2

CO-PciPt of_ Efiiirg-y;

The itudent icdrifrii in understeriding of the
concept f energy,

The student ecquires an understanding
of how energy is used by the body)'

Beaumont (digestion) Volt (nutrition)
I' The student icquires an understanding

.1 of -different kinds of energy..,,,
The student acquires an understanding
of energy conversions !outs. ;

The student states that the only certain way to
determine which-one of a pair of individuals has
the greater calorie -requirements is by measurement.

Volt

The ittident indicates that
-- approximately- the samenUmber ,
of -calories is refused v.hen

=nutrient is oxidized in a calori.
meter as when the metabolite
from that nutrient interacts
with oxygen -cell. Volt

-Given a-description of a situation=
-where oxygen and another
chemical substance interact, the
student distiriguishes 'among the-
processes of burning; respiration
and oxidation by selecting'the

Aiimb-i-terTrnithat can be
correctly applied: -Volt

'The,shidentindiciteiwhichtype of individual in
each 'rofteveral-given pairs might be excectadtouse
the greater number of calories in a day. b Volt

,
The student states that energy releesedturing celluleir_

isspirssiOO is used tnithe body to keep the body:. ;*
-warm; to move the parts of the b-tify and for cellular
,growth and reolociinent, eisumoOi=

The student -demonitrates the process of
diffusion by showing that certain mole.

-cults move mos* a thin, plastic mem.
bran* from an area of greater concentra
lion to an area of lesser concentration.

Beaumont.

The student identifies the
liver car an important subsystem
of the body and describes two
digestive and metabolic func
tioni of its liver.b

1

Chart 14 continued on next page.

The student describes the process of
cellular respiration- end indicates Shot

-enzymes take part in the chemical in
reractions_of cellular respiratibrt.b

The student names any three
Algistive enzyme's; identifies the
digestive substencis at which each
'ravine Is is-COmPosent, deicribis
the chemical interaction In -mich'
each-arizythe talies-Pari, and
indicates the subsystem of the

lulpertivii system where the
interactionSekei Piece 4IivirrY
anwlies,Oepsin;lipoieitrybsie, .

Pancreatic amylaseht?113eaurnont

rm. student names two or more'',
'components of digestive-juices
Fn the small intestine; names.
'their sites of production and
'describii the function of -each
icomporehiltiaa, pancreatic
juice and intestinal fnicel.h B

,r Inseumont

The student disiiiibeillestric,
juice as a mixture of chemical -,-

substanceilncluding entyrees, 4
hydro:5-0166c acid;and a large
amount of wits,. '13:eurnont

--1hestudent describes the.
...seriluence-Ofphy ace! changes
-that Mad undergoes es it=
moves thioughleachr subsystem
of the digestive system. 13=

_ Beaumont



Chart -1:4 -(Copt d)

Level E

Os

The siudeniuiesachert of
= Recommended Daily Allowances

foe a nutrient to answer query.
=lions on Recnininended Daily

411-dwe n-ce boys a Orb of
agile mass,

The student defines the
-Recommended Daily Altowince
bf 3 nutrient as that amount of
the nutrient needed each day to
keep the body healthy and
indicates that nutrients from all

-five nutrient groups are necessary
for maintaining good health .b Volt

,The student useiasireplified
nutrition chart to answer ques
lions about the location of foods
on the chart,amounts of nutil.
ents in a given food, to compare
nutrient content Of fOods, to
calculate the total nutrient con
tent of a meal, o identify the,'
best source of a nutrient, or to
identifyioods, that cohtain equr.
valent amounts of a given
nutrient." Volt

The Student uses a chart to
determine his daily Calorie
requirement. Volt

The student indicates that a
given mass of fat releases more
energy when interacting with
oxygen than an equivalent
Mass of either proteins or
carbohydratei, Vol;

The student identifies the food
-calorie as the standard unit used-
to measure the energy content
of foods end indicates that a
food Calorie is the Janie as a
kilocalorie. Volt

The student demonstrates,
with a phySical analogue how the
length, folds and vitt' of the
small intestine facilitate the
absorption of metabolites into
the blood. 'Beaumont,

The student dens ibes the route
by which metabo des reach the
body cells from the small

_

intestine." Beaumont

The student describes the
functions of-amino acids

s ifeaumont

The student describes one or
more functions of amino field

and of water to the bPdy, and
the function of a specific
Mineral'and asoecific vitamin
in the body. volt

The student identifies simple
sugars, fatty acids, and glycerol
as the metabolites thacinteract
in the process of respiration In
the body's to release

_energy. Volt

L

The student describes the
sequence of changes undergone
by sterChes and Proteins as they
change from starch molecules to
simple sugars and from protein
molecules to amino acid mole
cults and locates each-change in
the subsystem of the digestive
system where it takes Pike
Shellie-deicribes the chemical
changes that double sugars and

-fats undergo as they are changed_
-tri simple sugars and fatty acids
and weird respectively and

',locates the change in_thesmall
untestine.b Beaumont

The student di tinginsiies
between physi at and chemical
changes, Beaurnoos_

The student cup ales why foods
rich in carbohydrete or fat are

',called "energy foods " Volt

The student describes two or
more uses of energy in the
body. volt

- - - -
I

.1 /t`*-6 I
t,

'Chest 14 continUld on next page, I

-I -I_

The student identifies the five subSgStems
Of the digestive system: identifies the
subSystems of the mouth and the
digestive factions of each; end demon.
Shales with a physical analogue how food
is moved by mRscle contractions along
the esophagus, Beaumont

The student identifies metab
Olitei as the simple chemical
substances that are the end,
products of 'digestion in the
small intestine and that interact
in 14414 of the body to
releaie energy and supply
materials for the growth and

-replacement of cells and the
building of new cells Beaumont

The student indicates that a-
t, ceilio enzyme isneeded to
increase the rate of every
chemical otterachon in
digestiotv ileaumont

- J _
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The student gives two or more
iniamples Of it sPailfic nutrient
-that must be broken down Into
inetaboilles before the body
an use it, Volt

Lege)

The student names the five
ntitrieAt groups and identifies-
each group on the basis of its

-ChemicaLcheracteristics or its
use in the body. Unit

-The Student names each of the-
metabolites thai result noir, the
digestion of each of three groups
of nutrients. simple supers from
carbohydrates, fatty -acids and
'glycerol from f atsismino acids
from proteins: Volt

-Given a list otchemIcel substances that are nutrients,
:Metabolites, or both nu rients and the
_student classifies each tubitence. Volt_

_ .

The student del net nutrients_
as the chemiaal substances in
fo9d that are, died by the body
for growth, rep it of body
tiuse and energy. Volt

.Thestudent defines Metabolites
an the simple chemical substances
that result from the digestion of
*Olin nutrients infood f 'n-
some instances; are orris
food), that interact in', _ .fis
of the body to ieltiie energy

that are the building blocks _

of cells, tissues and various
chemical substances in ihe body.'. _ _

-Voir

The student Identifies starches,
double supers, fati and proteins
as kinds of cherniCal sUbsientiii
"found in food that are digested
by the body. .BiteumOnt

The student identifies enzymes
in the digeitive-system at chem.

substances that are produced
by glands,: that interact with
proteths,'euperi; sterchet, fats: .--

and that increase the rate of
digestion of proteins, supers, fat's,
starches without themielvesi _

being changed in the interaction:
--1__Besumont_

The student def in s digestion as the
process thet brink down chemical
substances in food into simpiecchem-
ical substeneit, which can be utillied,
by -the body for energyjrelease for

-inegrewth end repair of tissues
=end for the growth and replace!
ment of Cells; -Beaumont -

(Chart 14 Wel E continued on next pip.)

Level D continued on next Palle
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_

The ituderd acquires antinderstanding of the
concept of energy.

_I The student-acquires an understanding =1,'
1 -of how energy is used by the body.* _j

_ _ Beaumont/ Volt _I

---
The student acquires an understanding.
of different kinds of energy.' _Joule

The student writes short essay on what
his life would be like without the sun's

Joule

The student identifies the following
facts about energy from the sun: keeps
all the water in the oceans from freezing,
makes the wind blow, is stored in petra
!gum and cool; is converted into moire

-end starches by green plants, moves water
from awe to place on the earth': :infect,
the student states that the sun is the earth's
Most important :ouFce-of energy.8, Joule

The student writes a short essay on how
his life would be different if all the coil
and petroleum on earth were used uP.Joute

I-

The student explains, wing the words
"fuel" end "energy" in context, why e
candle goes out when the wax is used Up.

Joule

The siuderitXquirei aft understanding
Joule_of energy coneersieni.7

The student distinguishes batween'the
concept of temperature and the concept
of heat energy and states that temperature
is measured in degrees Celsius and that '
heel energy Is measured in kilocalories, Joule

Given ada on a sample of cater of mess
_m (In kilogiams) at temperature L-and
told that heat energy is added until the_
temperature is it t:; the student determines
the quantity of but energy lin Idlocaloried_
added to the sample, -Joule

Given a description (written and Ulu d
of a temperature change in a beaker of
enter, the student calculates the change
temperature in degrees Celsius. Joule'

The student identifies the magnitude of the
force exerted and tan distance an object is
lifted as the two faCtors that determine the
amount of work dor:ion an object. lade ,

Given a description (Written and illustrated)
of the heights of several objects of equal or
different messes, the student selects the
objects that can do the Most:the least, or-
equal work when dropped.and/or which
have the most:the least; or equal
gravitational energy.energy.

Given a`drekripticiii (mfitien Or.illushated)-
of a situation where two or more objects
of unequal mass Ihre lifted sand distances
and one where two or more objects of equal
mass are lifted unequal-di:tine's; the student
identifitisihe abjecton whiChincie work
mei done Joultit

Given description (Written and intimated)
.of a situation wheie sayers] energy.conyetting
-system: have different amounts of fuel, the
student identifies the system which cen

-release the greatest amount of energy and
_orders the systems according to their
caoscity for releasing energy., Joule _

Given descriptions (written and illustrated)
of two water samples of equal mess in
which there are unequal increases in temper-
ature and of two samples of unequal mess
in Mich there are equal increases In
temperature, the student identifies theb
sample to which more Ilea was added,

Joule

_

The stUdent identifies a fucks: a chemical_
oubstance that interacts with oxygen to
release stored energy, Joule

_

Th;:tudeMidentifies the source of
energy for a femiliariystem (animal",
plant, car, electric sooliance) and describes

--some of the energy conversions that take
Pliets-in each system. Joule _

14 rawitinu4d on mistimes
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[Ake! E

so,

Given ieverai illuitrated situation,, time
of which depict work beingdOne and
tome of vAtichdo not, and riven leveret
illustrated situations: some of which.
depict a fora exerted and some of which
do noti the student identifies those pictures
In which work is being done end a force
is being exerted respectively:" Idol*

The studelit uses obitivetions of chanies
in a system as evidence that energy has

'balm added to the system or that en energy
conversion has taken place in the system,
end identifies the form of the energy
added or co9vertid as kinetic, sound,
electrical or chemical Joule

- -

The student identifies the
en** stored in a stretched
rubber bend or Ina compressed
or stretched spring as elastic
energy and explains.thet to store

- elastic energy in a rubber band
or a toting he Must exert force
on and stretch the rubber band ±

or suer? or Compress the.-
= spring - Joule

-Lewd O continued on next peg,

The student associates kinetic
_energy with things that are
moving. Joule

The student gives examples trim
his own experience of heat
energy and light energy changing:
a system. ,Joule

.

-The student names three kinds of stored
:energy:. chemical, elastic, gravitationel,

_ _ _ Joule
I

Given several pictures the student
Identifies objects that have grevitational
energy, Joule

Thistudent identifies heat, light, sail
electrical. kinetic and chemical Fahlichi

=some forms of energy. Joule

The student Identifies the following attributes of
energy! energy can change things; energy added to

- system changes the system; energy has different
forms; energy can be converted from one form to
another,

Chart 14 continued on next page.
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-L Loire) D

r

In,Ltiel 0 the student is introduced io the concept of
energy by observing the interaction -of oxygen with
chemical Substances under differing conditions, -an inter.
action which produces capon dioxide and water vapor

, end releases energy,*- Lauoislit (burning)
-Heiden, (breatnIng),Ordito:, atoms and rriolecules),,,

The student indiCatei three in which the
processes of burning end respiretio6
at Nast one way in which they are dif ferent. Haldane-

',When asked to give ae /animation of the Process of
-respiration (Otto select the beit-explanition frdin
ramongihree'or more suggested explan:licins);trie
.-studenisiattsfOr selects the one suggested explana
.tion vCsicnitates) thatduring the process of
respiration bxygen interacts with chemicalsubstances-

-from_thefood an animal eats and_that energy (heat
and motion) is released and carbon dioxide water
are produced, Haldane

*The student writes an equation describing the
Process of respiration, timorin

The student applies in a novel situation the concept
that animals [oilstone oXygen and Produie Carbon
dioxide and water vapor. Haldane

,The studeni applies in a noYetsituatiOn the concept
that oxygen is neiessarytiimaintain animal fife. Maiden.

Thsr student demonstrates his comprehension of th-e
chemical iymboli N2 for nitrogen gas, 02 for oxygen
gas, and CO2 for carbon dioxide gas by translating
expressions in worth to the corresponding expressions
in chemical symbols. Haldane

r

.1, I _Chad 14 continued on next pager -I
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, Level C°

When asked to 'Wain what hepPens when:
a seAtarice burns (facto select the best

=explanetion from among three or More
suggeited explanetionsi, the stildent states
(or selscts the one Suggested explanation
Which states) that when a substance Wens
it intireacts with oiygeri and it releasei

:energy. Lavoie.,

I
--Given a het of various substances and

asked toren/citron's OW list thief sub.
Stances W lick are filmed when a fuel
releases energy, the itudant selects both
"carbon dioxide" and "water Uspoi."

Larolsiar

Given a list of various substances and
-asked to select from the hit the one
substance Which is 1:eioded fore fuel to

its eneipy,=thestudent selects
"oispen," Liiiottler

Given iffst of vailisus substincirs ana=
asked to-select all the listed substances
which are fuels; the student Selects as
many, of the I °HOW ng is are on the list:
hay, 'Ups', wood, alcohol. Lavolslor

Given three (*more suggested definitions
'44d asked to select the os a out definition
of the word "fuels,!! the student selects
Me definition: "substances that interest

oxygen to release onergi:' -LSwohist

Given a list of various substances and
kin& of energy and-asked to

select all the listed kinds of energy, the,
student Wes-tires many of the loilositing.
alma on the list; heat, light;sound._

Given &list of various substances and
asked to select from the hit the one
subetanoe-which is needed for was to.
bdrn, the student Selects 'oxygen:'

Chart 14 continued on next Page.

The student identifies one difference
-between physical and chemical changes:
in physitel Changis. arMngensenti01-

molecules are altered; but in chemical
changes; the molecules that make up a
-iUbitance ire filtered: Livoisler

Given_equetionsihat Use chemical symbols
and that iipresent either physical a/
ChomicalChNrii; the student identifies
those 'guidons that are statements of
physical changes and those that are-
statementi of chemical chanpiri.iLasolsier

Thestudent uses the concept that the _

ninlecules which make up matter move
biter whin heat liadded to the matter
to explain examples of evaporation,

dissolring, or sublimotiOn.
Levolsior

Given the statement that matter
makes the molecules which make up
mattOr pries faster, Ow student gives-
evidence from her own experience to
support thifstatement. Larolslar

phenomenon (concerning either
evaporation,diuolvIne,-or inblimation)-
that can be explained by the concept
that ihe molecules (atoms) which Mike

; matter are In constant motion, the
stisdent uses this concept to estplim the

_-phenomenon, Levolslet

_Gwen a phenomenon that can be explained
by the concept that matter is mockup of

ivory' tiny perticleecelled molecules that-
.
ore too small to be seen even with
microscope, the studentuses this concept

explain thiphenornenon, Levolsfer
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Level C

-Given a list of words describing various
kinds of energy and *eked to select horn

-the lift the two kinds of energy released
- from the burning of Wax end the-
burning of alcohol, the student selects
both -mat" end Levoislar

- - _

Whin aiked what products the ChoMiles-
OW physical_ of the wax ina-

buSning candle from solid mite,/ quid
Wax send from liquid wax to gosixfus Wax,
the student Stitt% or writes that it s

-heat, ,Livoisisq _

3obiective added to developers' objecsiVe

bobjective abbreviated so two_or more
objective combined

F7
;The s udont is introduced to_the concept of erteigy,
at Level-Cify considering heat in chemical systems
and MotifOngchanges that take place by the-
-addition or removal of heat: clack iCheinleal SyltenS)

_ _



rricilurn Analysis 0 Individu

GiVen 3 description )written and illustratd) at a
situation where several energy,s.'onverting syttents
have different amounts of fuel, the student identifies
the System which can release the greatest amount

.of energy and orders the sitems according to their
capacity for releasing energy. 'lout* (energy-

ized once: Inuits five 14
-silimsjoimaw

I =

The student identifies two opshore of the blidlnyin
forms of energy released tin cellulat resonation
heat energy; energy for .roving the parts of the
body, energy for bolidingproteirit utilized for
cellular growth and I eolacenent.B.surnont (digestion

The student describes the
'eriergYeoriesrsiOns in
various Systeme; a lightbulb
feieetileal energy-to heat
ertergy;andlight energy),
ivroocilakVflen systeni
(chemical energy to h at
energy and tight energy),
a boy doing work.: fchelh.
)cal energy to kinetic
energy). lout.O

The student identifies the
source of energy for s
familiar system and
describes some of the
energy conversions that
bike plate in each system

Joule

_e

The student uses observations of itsecific
changes in a,system as evidenCe that eve 9Y
has been added to the system, or that an

energy contusion has taken place in the
system, and identifies the harm of the
energy added or convened as kinetic, sound,
electrical or-Chemical anergy.° Joute

Level E
The student gives Viamptes

-irons his own experience
-Of heat energy and lighi
energy chanting
system, Joule

The aleTitifiei the folloWing
;attributes of energy. energy can change

things',' energy added to a sgitedli Changes
Sjl. %Wit; erteriti has different forms,

,ener.gy can be convened fro one (dm
:to another form. Joule

The student desenbes
the Process of cellular

-respiration and indicates
the analogy between this.

.ProCesi and the Oroceis
of burning, Beaumont

The student describes one
or more functions of
ammo acids in the body

401.

The studem describes the

sunc"..n °I! '1,.'*"c
minerad in the body volt

The student describes the-
,. .function of a Specific

',demi i Iddle bddy volt

The student describes one
or more 'onoions of
water in the body, Volt,Volt -

4 student identites the liver as an
important subsystem of she body, and
describes two or more of the digestive
and metaboliC functions of the liver °

eallUMant

The student idenalies simple sugars fatty
acids, and glycerol as the Metabolites that
interact in the process of respiration in the
body's tees to 'release energy. Volt

The student describes
gastric )tree is a mixture,
of chemical i bounces,
indueing eniymes3ticho-
entotic acid, end a huge

-ale:ourit of wile, Beaumont

The student names two or
more components of
digestive Nice in the small
intestine, names theirsites
Of production and describes
the function of each
component b -Beaumont

The student names Anti'
three digestive enzymes
btal vary amylase, rosin,

tryndir panls ague
amylase). ine
digestiUe i. ..°ace Of
Which each en:vine is a
coMponent; describes the
cheinicil unteraction in
which each enzYine takes
Pare and indicates the
'subsystem of the digestive
system Where tht interattiOn
-Sakti placi,b Beaumont

Chart *continued on next Piga,

The student names each
of the metabolites that
result from the dges bon
of each of three Omits of
nutrients simple sugars
fr. sr cerbohydrates;-fatty
acids and glycerid from

ammo acids from
,proteins Volt
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The student de gybes the

sequence Of physical
changes that food under
goes as it moves-through
each subsystentof the
digestive sys ern

Beaumont

Levet E

The student describes the
sequence of chernicai
changes that starches
undergo as they are changed
from starch molecules to
molecuies of simple sugars,
and locates each change in
the subsystem of the
dgestive aystem sVilere
taker place Beaumont

The student describes the
sequence of chemical
changes that Protejni
undergo as they are changed
from proiein moleCules to
molecules of amino acids,
and-locates each change in
the subsystem of the
digestive systerh Where it
takes place Beaumont

1

The student describes the
chemical that

double sugars undergo as
they are changed from
double tc
-Molecules°, simple sugar
and locates the changeln
he small intestine

Beaumont

1

The student descrattss the
chemical change that fats
undergo as they are changed
front fat molecules to
mot ales of fatty acids
and and locates
the change in the small
mtesrtn Beaumont

1

The student identities Plc digestive functions of
each subsystem of the mciuth. Beaumont

The student identifies the mouth
esophagus, stomach, small totes.
tint, and large tntesiMe as five
Subsystems of the digestive
system. Beaumont

The student identifies the tongue,
e teeth, and the sallOiry glands

as subsystems of the mouth
Beaumont

The student names the five nutrient
groups (carbohydrates, fats, Proteins,

'nerals vitamins) and identifies each
group on the basis of either its chemical
coaracieristics or its use in thebocfy.vOit

The student gives two or
snore examples of a speed:
nutrient that must be
broken down into rnetab
elites before she bodycan
use it

The student defines nutrients ,
as chemical substances in f ood
that are usep by the body for
groWth, repair of body tissue,
and energy_ - Volt

The student defines Metabolites
as the simple chemical subssnces
that result from the digeshpit of
certain nutrients in fobd for, in
SOMe 04'qm:es, ire pieseni irs
ood):Inaiiintetaq in the cells

of the body Jo release energy;
and are the building blocks of
tells, thsues,and various chef's
real substances in the body. Volts_

D -student identifies the subsYstemi invOlved
urning and describes how they interact

ca,Mtsuir +burning}

When- -asked toexplain wtiat happens when a
su bitance bum.s for to select the best explanation
from_amortg three or more suggested explanations)
the student states for selects the one suggested

-explanation Wnich states) that when a siinstanCe
bunts +t interacts with oxygen and it releases
energy Savoislar

1*
I

-Chart 15 continued on next page

rc

---

The student identifies the subsystems of the
'breathing system and describes how they intera

The student identifies the /unctions of
the foilOnng anatomical parti4s.the
Proeissts Of briathing andlesPiratian-
nnse and mouth, trachea, bronchial Watt,
lungs, alveoli, blood vessels, blood, and
cells of the body Hidden* Wreathing,

.
-1
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Given ejiii of sieriOUS iubstancei end
intik to sitirei from the lilt the one
subitanceWhiCh ii heeded fni.fueltO
sense itirisrgy, the student selects_ _ _ _
'OxYgen ." Lavoislor

Given a hit of various substances and
skid to select from the list those sub.
stances Wench'ss@ loimed when t fuel
releases energy, the student selects both
"carbo n- dioxide" and "water veoor."

Lvelelst

Level

Given three or more suggiiteddelinitions
- and asked unifier the one'oistlefiniticin
_of theswoid "fuels:' thi?.iudent selects'

he definition ;' "substantisthat interact
- with-oxigin to relies* energy." toydiger

Ykheri:asked to nun. stwo t;tisiences
which are forined_whon wax birrts; the
student-Iiiip "carbon cliOxide"
end ,!'water vapor," Lrioislor

:Given a list of venous substances end
askecilo select_from the list theOne

liubstanti which is needed for wax to
burn,- theitudent Ontecti"Oxfgen."

. - t ; La oh4r

Givenllist of Worts descrii trig various
kirdi of energy-and rsktct to 4elect frOm
the list the two kinds of energy releesed

, fro"m the burning of wax end the burning_
of ski:hot, the student salicksboth
"host" _ r.avoisier

-Given a list of the three physics) states of
-vesx1hOtesked to select the state of the =

_burning wax rn a candle, the student
1-seleets "gest'out Cavohler

When asked what produces the changes
_ :'in thephysjcal state of the wax In a

burning candle from solid wax
wax and from 114Uld wax to commis

the student states or_writes,lhat It
= li heat. tev,,hier

Given list or a diagrnm of anatomical
Pelts, including the trochee, the bronchial
tubes, the lunge, the alveoli, the blood,
and the cells; the student indicates the

= seduence In which oxygen from 114
atmosPhert passes through them, Haldane

'r- -Given a lint ore diagram of, anatomical
pirti; including the trachea, the bronchial
tubes, the lungs, the alnioliohe blood,
and the cells, the student indicates the

\equepci in which carbon dioxide pro.
duced in respiration passes throUgh

-them. Heiden..

Given a diagram of anatomical parts
involved_ in breathing,and respiration in
the hunien body-, the stud/int identifies
each part and Labels it with its name.,klauciane

The student indicates three ways, in which
the processes of Ourning and respiritiOn '

Haluina ;

=

The student indica net least one way.in
which the processes of burning and
respiration are chit rent. _

When asked to give an explanition of the
PrOCets of respiration for to select the best
excilenetion from among three or More
suggested explanations), the studentatatea-
for-selects therone suggested explanation:,

,which states) that during the proceisbf
-respiration Oxygen interacts with chemical
substances from the food en animal-eats
and that energyAheet-orid motion)-is
relsesed end carbon dioxide cad water
*iv pioduCed.. liaidane

1 i:The student writes en equation describing,
the groans of itspiration. ' HeL. a-_, -

-The student applies In i novel situation
_ the concept that oxivin is necessary to

maintaininimal life, kfalciane

Chart

The student applies in a novel situation,
=the concept that animait consume oxygort,-.
and produce carbon dioxide and water

`- vapor.
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Level

_Given a nontabeled dravVing ot a bOrning
candle and eat of the parts of ifiurPing
Candle, the itudent identifiet the folloWing--
parts: solid wai; liuSiid wax, gaseous-Wax.
SintoSintd Wich.rburned Wick:pisono

-Wick, blue Part of harriecreir part of-
Name; yellow part of flame, LavOl.i

divena fiat of the common names Or
three,'" most chemical substances with
their cscrestiunding cherniCal names and
mblecuitar formulas and given a &scrip
don of an Interaction involving these

"BibitaPcssi; the student wrbis
eh:critical equation foethe interaction
using the chemical names or molecOlar
formals; -Blioilchamical Systernsi

Given an unordered set of cheniiial Word
einiationi describing various interactions
Of Joseph Black's limestone ey cle,the
student identifies an equation Mat
describes tneformatiOn_Of quicklime, or
the slaking of quicklime,-or the prepare
Lion of hmiwattr, or the foiniation of
Milestone. Black

Level 'C

The student identifies the formation of
a gas, or the formation of a precipitate.
or a coo! change; or a change of state,
or the production Of heat, or the absorb
tion of heat as evidence of interaction

-having taken place in a chemical system
Black

Given-in example of a change In Cute
brought about by the addition or
removal of heat:the student indicates
that the reverse process can be effected by
the removal or addition of Nil

After older/inn a chemical ristem that 1
has Changed Or after reading a destination
of a change in a chemical system, the
student describes the change as either
reveisible or not phrerople. Black

Gwen a degrIptiort of a chemical system
the student identifies the subsystems of
that system, Black

The student describes a physical system,
a cheinical system. and a biological

-system Verellus f, ',items)

The student deicrobes the interaction in
a system which has Some subsyitems
that are not In direct physical-contact by
assuming the existence of an invisible
subsysteM Vosallus

i
The student-gives the function, names Me, 1
subsystems, and idesiribes how the sub-

, systems of the digestive; hearing, moving,
Of breathing systems intensoi to cairry out
the fu lotion of that system V.sellus

1

When asked to cite an example of two or
,10f e_systeAs interacting to perform a
function the student names the nervous,
muscular, and skeletal systems, yesettin '

lhg siudeid arranges the subsystems of the digestive,
hearing, breathing, and moving systems in their
functional order Vesallus,

Given drawings or the names of certain
body par ts, the student idIntifies the nose.
Mouth, trachea, rungs, ribs, and chsPhraCm
as subsystems of the breathing system

Vesailus

Given drawings or the names of certain
-body Pads, the student identities the
mouth, teeth, elophrgus, stomach small
intestine, end large intestine as subsystems
of the digestive Si/sten:I. Vesaiius

GiVen drawings or_the names or certain
bodVparts, the student identifies the
bones, muscles, and nerves St subsYitenSs
of the "mbilng"syitenir Vesellus-

Chart-I 5 continued on next page.
t



- Out 15 (C exits d)

-Level C

aGtisctiva added to drnilopers'abirtivei.

bOOlfcitves abbreviatectos two or Ina.
-ObisciiVis combo-nag;

Given a list Of human body parts, the student=
identifier pail es s subsystem of either:the

txiathing : heating, oenioving system.:
_ _

.
= The stmient, Identifies the-
_ function of the:don-ova

system: to change food this is
eaten. - Vosalius -I

-The student Identifies breathing
as Ono fu notion of the resoltitory

:t tio4tilsF"1-". ' .
__ .. _

The student identifiet the
function of the
and bones woskiki together:` to -
Produce MOVIIIIIIKIt and Mot' n-

_ tieielivi

The-student identifies thee_
function of the hearing system;
to Pick up the -vibestionsof 'Ma=

. '_air. -tissaiO11-:

Given twnoi more picturii of the same-
'Yitem_it different times, a after
es4mIning the 'erne systernat suciesalys

foe-student Indicitsi,%
Whether-oirrot there Is evidence that the

-subsistems haw interacted. Vsallus
1

Given ihrepicti as depicting tha same
object In..pfiee 44TIssent roistIons_Wps, the-
studen t Identifiesit the picture showing

otleit is iiystem; the picture.
showing the obiect us 'a sube9stam of -a

"systain; and the picture -thowIng subsystems
:o14the object,: Vesslius

student uses the term "subsystem"
in appropriate contexts to describe a part
of systein VW-4i kis

1--

Given a picture of e system and igaturei-
: of 'objects, wine of Which aniiublysterris =-

_of thIsystan and tone of which are not;
One'studext Identifies thbse objects which
ire subsysteriatof thasistem. -Vasallus _

Thy student uses the term "system" In
swot:Nista contexts to delimit the factors,
including materiel objects and orie:gy,
Out must be ionlideraci to solve a problem_
on to carry` on a function, VetwilOs,:


